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Abstract
Introduction
The literature showed that people from a low socioeconomic group are often found to
be less healthy than people from a high SES group. A possible cause for the difference
in health is that healthcare providers communicate differently according to level of SES.
Healthcare providers tend to use a biomedical communication style with people of low
SES. It appears that people of low SES are dissatisfied with this communication style
of the healthcare providers. Therefore, more knowledge on how healthcare providers
can effectively communicate with people of low SES is required. The aim of this study
is to discover factors that underlie effective communicative behaviour of the healthcare
provider.

Methods
This study conducted a systematic review and a secondary data analysis. The
systematic review systematically collected 703 studies. An inductive and deductive
content analysis was used to analyse the secondary data. The COM-B model was
applied in this study by categorising the results of the systematic review and the
secondary data into the components of the model.

Results
In the systematic review 31 studies were included in this study. An interesting result
was that only one study focussed on people of low SES. The factors discovered in the
secondary data seem to correspond with a patient-centred communication style.

Discussion
This study found that the factors underlying effective communicative behaviour of
healthcare providers towards people of low SES differs much from the factors found in
the literature about doctor-patient communication among other groups than low SES.
In practice, it is advised that communication would be more effective towards people
of low SES when healthcare providers adapt a patient-centred communication style.
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1. Introduction
In today’s society health inequalities (i.e. differences in health) caused by differences
in Socio-Economic Status (SES) is still a matter of concern (Marmot et al., 2012). Many
researchers have looked into the relation between socioeconomic status and the
individual’s health outcomes and found that people with low SES have poorer health
than people with high SES (Adler et al., 1994; Dalstra et al., 2005; Mackenbach, Kunst,
Cavelaars, Groenhof, & Geurts, 1997; Marmot, 2006). For example, in the Netherlands
the life expectancy of individuals with low SES is 77 years and that of individuals with
high SES is 84 years, which is a difference of seven years (VTV, 2018). The difference
in life expectancy of perceived good health between the low and the high SES group
is even larger: 18 years. Furthermore, people with low SES are more likely to suffer
from chronic conditions and have an increased risk of mortality (Mackenbach et al.,
1997). Clearly, the inequality in health caused by socioeconomic status is a major
problem. Therefore, in many European countries reducing the health inequalities
between socioeconomic groups is a topic of interest in health policy (Marmot et al.,
2012).

A strategy that is often used to reduce health inequalities is ensuring equal access to
healthcare (Morrison et al., 2014). However, in the Netherlands not everyone has equal
access to healthcare (Doorslaer, Koolman, & Jones, 2004; PC SEGV-II, 2001). The
low socioeconomic group tends to be limited in their cultural access to healthcare. In
other words, the characteristics or background of this group (e.g. income, education,
language, culture) could influence the effectiveness of the received healthcare (Smits,
Droomers, & Westert, 2003). For example, Arpey, Gaglioti, and Rosenbaum (2017)
studied how patients of low SES regarded the influence of socioeconomic status on
receiving healthcare. The patients perceived that having low socioeconomic status
limits their access to care. The patients of low SES explained that they were afraid of
the costs and for that reason delayed or avoided seeking specialised care. There is a
difference in the utilisation of healthcare between socioeconomic groups (Smits et al.,
2003). Patients from a low SES group make more use of general care while patients
from a high SES group utilize more specialised care (van der Meer, van den Bos, &
Mackenbach, 1996). A possible explanation for why the group of low SES receive less
specialised care is given by Bongers, Van Der Meer, Van Den Bos, and Mackenbach
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(1997). They found that healthcare providers interact differently with patients from low
and high socioeconomic status, for instance higher educated people were faster
referred to specialists than lower educated people. These points illustrate that the
access to specialised care seems to be limited for people of low socioeconomic status.
This is worrisome because health literacy and limited healthcare interactions are more
common in people of low SES (Fiscella, Franks, Gold, & Clancy, 2000; Safeer &
Keenan, 2005). A study suggests that the skills deficiencies in low-literacy patients
may result in dissatisfaction with the communication (Katz, Jacobson, Veledar, &
Kripalani, 2007). To overcome the communication problems, the quality of
communication could be improved. The paper of Willems, De Maesschalck,
Deveugele, Derese, and De Maeseneer (2005) described that the quality of
communication between a healthcare provider and the patient had a role in achieving
more effective healthcare for the people of low SES. Thus, better access to health care
could be realised by improving the quality of communication between healthcare
providers and people from a low socioeconomic group.

Good quality communication could also be conceived as effective communication.
Effective doctor-patient communication is of great importance in medical care (Gordon
& Gerber, 2010; van den Brink-Muinen et al., 2000). Elements in effective doctorpatient communication are described extensively in the literature. These elements are
for example: the doctor has an open attitude towards the patient, spends enough time
with the patient, supports and encourages the patient, explains things to the patient,
listens carefully to the patient, and maintains eye-contact with the patient (Ong, de
Haes, Hoos, & Lammes, 1995; Travaline, Ruchinskas, & D’Alonzo, 2005). It has been
proven that effective doctor-patient communication has a positive influence on patient’s
outcomes, such as patient’s satisfaction with treatment, patient’s adherence to
treatment and most important patient’s health (Bensing, 1991; Buetow, 1995;
Deveugele, Derese, & De Maeseneer, 2002; Lassen, 1991; Smith, Polis, & Hadac,
1981; Stewart, 1995). For instance, studies found that both verbal and nonverbal forms
of communication seem to have a positive correlation with patient satisfaction
(Bensing, 1991; Smith et al., 1981). Moreover, a couple of studies found that the
following communicative actions of doctors increased the compliance of a patient to
treatment: providing more information, talking more positively, and showing empathy
(Buetow, 1995; Lassen, 1991). A review conducted by Stewart (1995) found that
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effective physician-patient communication could reduce the patient’s anxiety. Given
these points, ensuring effective communication is a valuable focal point in improving
the effectiveness of healthcare for people of low SES.

A lack of communication skills or not communicating according to level of SES could
hinder effective communication between healthcare providers and patients. A study by
Willems et al. (2005) found that the communication style of healthcare providers
differed according to the level of SES. They conducted a systematic review and found
that lower social classes received a more directive and less participatory style
compared to higher social classes. A group that often appear to have low
socioeconomic status are ethnic minority groups (Fakiri et al., 2008; Magnée et al.,
2013). A study conducted in the Netherlands found that the healthcare provider
communicated differently with this group compared to native Dutch people. Ethnic
minority patients were less often asked by healthcare providers if they understood the
medical information and were less involved in making decisions about their health
(Schouten, Meeuwesen, & Harmsen, 2009). It seems that healthcare providers use a
biomedical communication style towards people of low SES: the physician mostly
leads the consultation, gives biomedical information to the patient, asks the patient
questions and hardly discusses psychosocial issues. (Roter et al., 1997) discovered
five communication styles that a healthcare provider could use in their consultations:
biomedical, expanded biomedical, biopsychosocial, psychosocial, and consumerist.
They showed that the patients of low SES were less satisfied with the biomedical
communication style compared to the psychosocial communication style. A different
study showed the same results: a doctor-controlled communication style had a
negative effect on patient’s satisfaction while an biopsychosocial communication style
had a positive effect on patient’s satisfaction (Buller & Buller, 1987). The impression is
given that the biomedical communication style that healthcare providers tend to use
with the low socioeconomic group does not help this group in improving their health.
This could mean that health care providers are lacking the necessary
communication skills suitable for communicating with people of low SES. Research on
improving the communication skills of healthcare providers is already conducted to a
great extent, but this is researched mostly within a doctor-patient relationship (Ong et
al., 1995). Possessing the necessary communication skills is probably not the only
factor that makes communication effective towards people of low SES. This raises the
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question how healthcare providers can make their communication toward people of
low SES more effective. This study will look into the behaviour of the healthcare
provider, specifically effective communicative behaviour.

Relevance and aim
Previous research mainly focussed on improving the communication skills of
healthcare providers and creating a list of elements that promote effective
communication. Yet, being informed of the key elements of effective communication is
not enough as a systematic review by Willems et al. (2005) showed that healthcare
providers communicate use a biomedical communication style towards people of low
SES. This communication style is not completely effective for people of low SES, as a
study showed that patients of low SES were less satisfied with the biomedical
communication style compared to the psychosocial communication style (Roter et al.,
1997). This means that more knowledge on the communicative behaviour of
healthcare provider is required, especially knowledge on the factors that play a role in
effectively communicating with people of low SES. This study aims to gain more insight
into the underlying factors of effective communicative behaviour of healthcare
providers. The insights of this study can be relevant to society as it informs healthcare
providers how to communicate better with people of low SES. Hopefully, improving the
communication could increase positive health outcomes for individuals with low SES
and on the long run reduces health inequalities.

The following research question is formulated:
What are the factors that play a role in effective communicative behaviour of health
providers towards individuals with low SES?

The research question consists of two sub-questions.
1. What are the factors that play a role in communicative behaviour of the
healthcare provider towards the patient during the consultation?
2. What are the factors that play a role in communicative behaviour of the
healthcare provider towards the individual with a low SES?
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2. Theoretical Framework
A theoretical model of behaviour is used to find out which factors underly effective
communicative behaviour towards people of low SES. This section gives an
explanation of the theoretical model (i.e. COM-B model) and its use in previous studies
is going to be discussed.

2.1 COM-B model
The COM-B model analyses behaviour in more depth, by looking into three
components that are necessary for behaviour to occur, which are capability, motivation
and opportunity. This model allows identification of factors that could facilitate
behaviour (Michie et al., 2013). A strong point of this model is that the model has a
holistic perspective on behaviour, this means the model incorporates multiple
perspectives on behaviour. The three components exemplify different perspectives:
motivation provides a cognitive perspective, opportunity provides a contextual
perspective, and capability provides a personal perspective (Michie, van Stralen, &
West, 2011). The three components interact with each other and lead to behaviour,
but it also happens the other way around: behaviour influences these components (see
Figure 1). This is less seen in other models of behaviour change, such as theory of
planned behaviour, health belief model or transtheoretical model. These models
generally consider a cognitive point of view. The advantage of this holistic point of view
is that the COM-B model could provide a more comprehensive overview of behaviour
(Michie et al., 2011).

Figure 1. COM-B model - A framework for understanding behaviour (Michie et al., 2011).
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The behaviour described in this study is effective communication. The COM-B model
will create a greater understanding of effective communication via its three
components: capability, motivation, and opportunity (Michie et al., 2011). Healthcare
providers must have the capability (i.e. the necessary skills and knowledge) and
motivation to effectively communicate but also factors that lie beyond the control of the
healthcare provider influences whether the communication behaviour is effective.
Additionally, external factors (e.g. time) could influence both the capability and the
motivation. Effective communicative behaviour of the healthcare provider could result
in positive outcomes for the individuals of low SES (See Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Adapted version of the COM-B model (Michie et al., 2011) - A framework for understanding behaviour of the
healthcare provider.

A description of the three components of the COM-B model are shown in Table 1.
Capability is seen as the individual’s knowledge, skills and abilities to engage in the
activity concerned. Motivation is all the brain processes that direct our conscious or
unconscious decisions. Opportunity describes factors that go beyond the control of the
individual. These descriptions are only used to give an idea about the meaning of the
components.
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Table 1. Definitions of the COM-B model component.

Definition
Knowledge, skills, the capacity to engage in the necessary thought
Capability

processes – comprehension, reasoning

Involving evaluations, plans, intention, analytic decision-making,
emotions, desires and impulses that arise from associative learning
Motivation

and/or innate frame of mind, habitual processes

Produced by the environment, time, locations, social cues or
Opportunity

influences, cultural norms that guides the way we think about things

2.2 Application of the COM-B model
Some studies choose to use the extended version of the COM-B model. The extended
version is called the behaviour change wheel (BCW) and can be used for developing
interventions specifically. The BCW and COM-B model are both applied in a variety of
(health) contexts. An example that applied BCW and COM-B in the context of
audiology (hearing healthcare) is a study by Barker, Atkins, and de Lusignan (2016).
They designed and developed an intervention to improve long-term hearing aid use
among patients with acquired hearing loss. A study by (Robinson et al., 2013) used
BCW in a dietary context to develop an intervention aimed at encouraging attentive
eating among overweight and obese individuals. The COM-B model is even used to
improve intersectoral collaboration in the health sector. Hendriks et al. (2013) looked
into the facilitators and barriers of intersectoral collaboration for public health in general
and for childhood obesity prevention.

Furthermore, previous studies have used BCW and the COM-B model to analyse the
behaviour of the healthcare provider and the patient. An example of a study looking
into patients’ behaviour is conducted by Jackson, Eliasson, and Weinman (2014). They
used the COM-B model to describe factors that explain patients’ non-adherence to
medication. A study by Gould (2014) aimed at improving smoking cessation care for
pregnant Indigenous women by using the BCW. A Study that looked into the healthcare
providers’ behaviour is conducted by Alexander, Brijnath, and Mazza (2014). They
used the COM-B to find barriers to the use of the Healthy Kids Check by GPs and
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nurses. Bonner et al. (2013) applied the COM-B model to identify factors influencing
physician use of cardiovascular disease risk assessment strategies. One study by Fox,
Stallard, and Cooney (2015) reported on improving communicative behaviour of the
general practitioner. The COM-B model was applied to identify barriers and enablers
for GP’s discussing self-harm with young people.

To summarize, the COM-B model is successfully applied in different contexts. This
study does not aim to develop an intervention and for that reason the behaviour change
wheel (BCW) will not be used in this study. The COM-B model is a tool for healthcare
providers to better understand how to communicate effectively and what the necessary
factors are to effectively communicate with individuals of low SES.
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3. Methodology
The aim of this study is to gain insight into potential factors underlying effective
communicative behaviour of the healthcare provider towards individuals with a low
SES. To fulfil this aim, a systematic review and a secondary data analysis was
conducted. This chapter starts with explaining the methodology of the systematic
review then henceforth the methodology of the secondary data analysis will be
described.

3.1 Methodology systematic literature review
A systematic literature review was conducted in order to discover factors that play a
role in communicative behaviour of healthcare providers, particularly in the setting of
consulting patients. The literature was collected systematically and assessed on
whether the studies met the standards of good quality.

Databases
The database Pubmed and PsycINFO were searched to find out which factors played
a role in achieving effective communicative behaviour of healthcare providers. Pubmed
was used since it is a large database that covers medical research. PsycINFO is a
behavioural and social sciences database. For this reason, PsychINFO would contain
more papers on psychological aspects of medical research. These databases were
perceived as suitable choices because the topic doctor-patient communication could
be discussed in both medical research and social sciences.

Search strategy
The search strategy was defined based on the concepts of sub-question one: 1)
communicative behaviour, 2) healthcare provider 3) patient and 4) consultation. The
components of the COM-B model (i.e. capability, opportunity or motivation) were not
present in the sub-question but they were included in the search strategy. Additionally,
the concept physician-patient relations was taken into the search strategy because
according to the literature communication is central in building a physician-patient
relationship (Epstein & Street, 2007; Fong Ha & Longnecker, 2010). Synonyms were
sought for these concepts and looked for in Pubmed by using the MeSH function in the
search bar. The search string for each concept can be found in Table 2. The search
strategy consisted of combining each search string with the Boolean operator “AND”.
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The formulation of search strings differed for each database. Therefore, Pubmed and
PsycINFO had their own search strategy. The complete search strategies can be found
in Appendix A.
Table 2. An overview of the search strings of the concepts in this study.

Concepts

Search string

Physician

Pubmed: (Physician [MeSH] OR Physician [tiab] OR Physicians
[tiab] OR doctor [tiab] OR doctors [tiab] OR health personnel
[MeSH] OR health personnel [tiab] OR healthcare provider [tiab]
OR healthcare providers [tiab] OR healthcare provider [tiab] OR
healthcare providers [tiab] OR health-care provider [tiab] OR
health-care providers [tiab] OR general practitioners [MeSH] OR
general practitioner [tiab] OR general practitioners [tiab])
PsycINFO: (Physician OR doctor OR “health personnel” OR
“healthcare provider*” OR “healthcare provider*” OR “general
practitioner*”)

Patient

Pubmed: (Patient [MeSH] OR Patient [tiab] OR Patients [tiab])
PsycINFO: (Patient)

Communication Pubmed: (Communication [MeSH] OR Communication [tiab] OR
doctor-patient communication [tiab] OR physician-patient
communication [tiab] OR provider-patient communication [tiab]
OR communicative behaviour [tiab] OR communicative
behavior [tiab])
PsycINFO: (Communication OR “doctor-patient communication”
OR “physician-patient communication” OR “provider-patient
communication” OR “communicative behaviour” OR
“communicative behavior”)
Physician-

Pubmed: (physician-patient relations [MeSH] OR physician-

patient

patient relations [tiab] OR physician-patient relation [tiab] OR

relations

doctor-patient relation [tiab] OR doctor-patient relations [tiab]
OR provider-patient relation [tiab] OR provider-patient relations
[tiab] OR physician-patient relationship [tiab] OR physicianpatient relationships [tiab] OR doctor-patient relationship [tiab]
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OR doctor-patient relationships [tiab] OR provider-patient
relationship [tiab] OR provider-patient relationships [tiab])
PsycINFO: (“physician-patient relation*” OR “doctor-patient
relation*” OR “provider-patient relation*”)
Consultation

Pubmed: (consultation [tiab] OR consultations [tiab] OR visit
[tiab] OR visits [tiab] OR counselling [tiab])
PsycINFO: (consultation* OR visit* OR counselling)

COM-B model

Pubmed: (Motivation [MeSH] OR Motivation [tiab] OR
Motivations [tiab] OR Professional competence [MeSH] OR
professional competence [tiab] OR professional competencies
[tiab] OR clinical competence [MeSH] OR clinical competence
[tiab] OR clinical competencies [tiab] OR clinical skill [tiab] OR
clinical skills [tiab] OR cultural competence [MeSH] OR cultural
competence [tiab] OR cultural competencies [tiab] OR
Opportunity [tiab] OR Opportunities [tiab])
PsycINFO: (Motivation* OR “Professional competenc*” OR
“clinical competenc*” OR “clinical skill*” OR “cultural
competenc*” OR Opportunit*)

The search resulted in 436 publications for Pubmed and 267 publication for PsycINFO.
The 703 publications were assessed on duplicates, which resulted in removing 169
duplicates. The 534 publications were left to be screened on title and abstract. These
publications were published between 1972 and 2017.
Selection criteria
During the screening of the abstract and titles, the following exclusion criteria were
applied to eliminate studies that were not relevant for this study:
1. Studies that do not focus on communicative behaviour of the healthcare
provider;
2. Studies published in a language other than English or Dutch;
3. Full text is not available;
4. Specialised doctors (e.g. oncologists) and doctors in training;
5. Communication with patients that are younger than 18 (children);
6. Studies that do not have primary data;
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7. Studies that evaluate interventions or (training) programs (e.g. improving
communication skills).

After screening the titles and abstracts, 140 articles were left. These articles had a full
text assessment to determine whether the articles contained relevant information for
this study. The exclusion criteria were also considered during the full text assessment.
Thirty-one publications remained after the full text assessment. Figure 3 presents a
flowchart that visualizes the selection process.

Quality assessment
The quality of the included studies was assessed by using the TAPUPAS
(Transparency, Accuracy, Purposivity, Utility, Propriety, Accessibility, Specificity)
framework (Pawson, Boaz, Grayson, Long, & Barnes, 2003). The framework can score
both quantitative and qualitative studies.

The studies were assessed on the following 10 criteria:
1. Is it clear what the study aim is?
2. Is the sample size appropriate?
3. Is the selection of the sample appropriate and adequately explained?
4. Is the context of the study (study design) and the study participants explained
adequately?
5. Is the data clearly and comprehensible presented?
6. Is the data analysis clearly explained and is it suitable for answering the
research question?
7. Are the conclusions supported by the data?
8. Are the limitations described adequately enough?
9. Is the research process logical, traceable and clearly documented?
10. Can the conclusions be extrapolated to the theoretical population?

If a study met the criterion then 1 point was given and if a study did not meet a criterion
then 0 points was given. Studies can earn a maximum of 10 points. Studies that had
less than 5 points were of low quality. Studies that had 5 to 7 points were of medium
quality and studies with 8 points or more were of high quality. No articles were
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assessed as low quality (see Appendix B Table 1). All 31 articles were left for data
analysis.

Figure 3. Flowchart of the review process.
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Data analysis
An overview was created of the included studies (See Appendix B Table 2). The
following characteristics were extracted from the articles:
▪

Author(s) and publication year;

▪

Aim, study design, methods;

▪

Context of the study and the study participants;

▪

Main findings (factors): facilitators and barriers.

The factors that played a role in effective communication with patients, which were
found in the articles, were divided into facilitators and barriers. After the division, each
factor was labelled with a code. For example, relational power and paternalistic power
had the code power. The factors with the same code were grouped together forming a
category (see Appendix C). The categories were considered to be the factors that
underlie effective communicative behaviour. These factors were further categorised
according to the components of the COM-B model (Capability, Opportunity, Motivation)
with the help of the definitions that are described in Table 1. A factor was placed under
capability when it was about skills or knowledge. Any factor related to brain processes
was placed under motivation. Anything that lies beyond the control of the individual
was put under opportunity.

3.2. Methodology secondary data analysis
An analysis of secondary data of an ongoing evaluative research was conducted. This
was done in order to discover factors that play a role in effective communicative
behaviour of healthcare providers towards individuals of low SES. This section starts
with describing the data collection. Then the different sources of data will be explained
after the data collection. At the end of this section, a detailed description of how the
data was analysed will be given.

Data collection
Fonds Nuts Ohra (FNO) is an organisation that helps with creating opportunities for
vulnerable groups. FNO funded 46 projects that aimed at improving the health of low
SES groups in the Netherlands. All these projects were part of the program Gezonde
Toekomst Dichterbij, the ultimate goal of the program was to decrease the health
inequalities in the Netherlands. Eleven of the forty-six projects focussed on developing
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or testing new methods for professionals to improve their abilities in provision of care
for people of low SES. An essential aspect in these projects was the collaboration
between professionals from different sectors (education, healthcare, and policy). Only
four of the eleven projects were included in this study. The selection was made after a
discussion with the supervisor. These four projects were expected to illustrate the role
of the healthcare provider in contact with people of low SES. A description of the aim,
role of the healthcare provider and the target group of each project can be found in
Table 3.
The researcher conducted a secondary data analysis of four projects that
targeted families or individuals with a low SES. The projects were part of a
comprehensive evaluation study. The aim of the evaluation study was to gain insight
in the reach of all 46 projects, how much did people with low SES participate in the
projects, how effective is Gezonde Toekomst Dichterbij and what are the factors that
could help reduce health inequalities. The researcher had access to the secondary
data with permission of the supervisor. The data of each project consisted of a
summary of an audit, an interview with the project manager, an effectenarena and
three or four progress reports.

Data sources
Effecten arena
The effecten arena was held at the start of each project. It can be defined as a group
interview where stakeholders came together to discuss the process of the project. The
aim of the effecten arena was to gain more insight in the project itself. Many
stakeholders with different backgrounds were involved in the project. The stakeholders
that could have been involved in the project were: the project manager, project
executer, a variety of people from the municipality, people with low SES, researcher,
healthcare providers: social worker, general practitioner, nurse, health coach,
community health services, building cooperative or knowledge centre of care. The
duration of the group interview was about an hour and it was semi-structured. The
following topics were discussed during the group interview: the expected effects of the
project, the kind of investments that needed to be made, the project’s activities, who
the investors were and who benefits from the project. The information collected during
the effecten arena was summarized into a three to four pages report.
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Progress reports
The project manager of each project filled in a progress report approximately every 6
months. The progress report contained information on: the progress of the project, the
involvement and participation of the stakeholders, the evaluative measures that the
project wants to undertake, the working mechanisms and obstacles of the project, and
a summary of the activities.

Interviews
In each project the project manager was interviewed about the course of events. The
interview questions were based on the effecten arena and progress reports. The
interviews were held after 3 progress reports (1,5 years). The aim of the interview was
to gain a better understanding of how the activities were going. The interview starts
with the question: ‘What were the most important activities that happened in the past
year?’ Then the participation of families with low SES was discussed, how they planned
to continue after the project finishes and how the project manager experienced the
activities organised by FNO as well as the communication with FNO. For example, the
project manager gave feedback on the organized meetings for the project managers
of all the projects or organized meetings for the projects with the same theme (e.g. the
central role of the professional). The researcher had access to transcriptions of the
interviews.

Audits
An audit can be described as an interactive group interview with involved stakeholders.
These stakeholders are the same as mentioned in the paragraph on the effecten arena.
The audits were held in a later stadium of the project around 1,5 years after the start
of the project. The duration of one session was about 2-3 hours. The aim was to collect
information about the whole project process. To gain insight into this process a timeline
was created by the involved stakeholders. They were asked to write down on a post-it
the moments that were successful and unsuccessful. This gave the stakeholders the
opportunity to think about what is achieved and what to do further. After this the
following subjects were discussed: task division in the project, recruitment and
involvement of people with low SES, stakeholders, effects, continuation after the
project is finished, and evaluation research. All the information during the audits was
collected and summarized into a three to four pages report.
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Table 3. Background information of the projects included in this study.

Aim

Role of healthcare provider

Target group

Project 1

This project aims at improving the health of
families with low SES by developing an
integrated approach for them so that they can
gain more self-management skills, increase their
physical activity, reduce their weight and have
better perceived health.

The general practitioner’s role is to guide
the functional illiterate adults with
overweight in gaining more selfmanagement skills, stimulating physical
activity, and improving their perceived
health.

Functional illiterate adults with
overweight.

Project 2

This project aims at developing an effective
strategy that improves the mothers’ parenting
skills, her self-confidence, and the relationship
between the mother and child.

The nurses have a supporting role and a
strong relationship with the mothers. In
this project trust was already established
which makes the nurses very
approachable for the mothers.

Mothers with their first child who
is older than 2 years. The
mother already participated in
the previous program of the
current project.

Project 3

This project aims at improving the health of
families with low SES by focussing on allowing
people with low SES to participate actively in the
project.

General practitioners referred families of
low SES to a health coach. The health
coach looked together with the patient at
the whole situation and together they
determined what kind of actions should be
taken.

Isolated elderly and families of
low SES.

Project 4

This project aims at strengthening resilience and
self-management of families with low SES in
order to improve their perceived health.

Social workers helped with strengthening
the self-management of families with low
SES and helped with increasing their
social network.

Families of low SES mainly the
families with financial troubles.
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Data analysis
Content analysis was used to analyse the data. Content analysis is a systematic
approach to reconstruct a large amount of text into an organised and concise summary
of key results (Erlingsson & Brysiewicz, 2017). It is a method that can analyse different
forms of data, such as interviews or videos.
The approach to the data in this study was abductive, which means that
inductive and deductive approaches were used together (see Figure. 4). First, the data
of all four projects was scanned to create a general idea of each project. During the
scanning process, important sentences were underlined or marked and simultaneously
a mind map for each project was made. The researcher started the mind map with the
project name in the centre. Subsequently, keywords were written down while reading
all the sources of data. Moreover, any relations between the keywords or clarifications
were also put in the mind map. For example, ‘stakeholders’ was a keyword, the
keyword was clarified by also writing down the actually involved stakeholders, such as
nurses, general practitioners, people of low SES or people of municipality. The purpose
of the mind map was to create a better understanding and overview of the projects.
Next, an inductive approach was used by open coding the important sentences
(i.e. units of meaning), in other words the units of meaning were labelled with codes.
The secondary data was written in Dutch, therefore the researcher chose to generate
the codes in Dutch. This was done for all four projects. Codes that were not relevant
for the sub-question were deleted. The codes within a project were revised on their
similarity in meaning. These codes with a similar meaning were grouped together and
if needed rephrased. For example, in project 1 the researcher induced the following
codes; eye-opener, insight in problems and awareness. Eye-opener and insight in
problems were found to overlap with awareness and therefore awareness was chosen
as the final code (See Figure. 5). To give another example of how the codes were
regrouped: images and improvements in the waiting room were grouped together to
form communication tools. After regrouping the codes for each project separately, the
codes similar in meaning between the four projects were grouped together to form the
first selection of codes found in all four projects. Then the codes were further merged
to form categories. The finalized categories were considered as the factors that
underlie communicative behaviour of the healthcare provider.
Next, the factors were placed under one of the components of the COM-B model
using a deductive content analysis. Factors were labelled capability when they were
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considered to be a skill or knowledge, were labelled motivation when it involved brain
processes and were labelled opportunity when it was something that happened beyond
the individual control. Factors that were hard to categorise into the components were
discussed with the supervisor, which has led to the re-categorisation of factors into a
different component.
After conducting the systematic review and the analysis of the secondary data,
the categorised factors of the secondary data were compared with the categorised
factors of the systematic literature review to find out if there were any similarities or
differences between these factors.

Figure 4. Secondary data content analysis process.

Figure 5. An example of the coding process.
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4. Results systematic review
This results section begins with describing the setting of the included studies that look
into the communicative behaviour of healthcare providers. Followed by the design and
methods of the included studies. After that, a description of the participants found in
the systematic review will be discussed. This section ends with the findings being
explained according to the components of the COM-B model; capability, motivation
and opportunity.
Communicative behaviour
Table 2 in Appendix B gives an overview of the 31 studies included in the systematic
review. These studies were conducted in ten different countries, but mostly in the
United States (n = 9) or the Netherlands (n = 8). The other countries were United
Kingdom (n = 5), Norway (n = 3), Sweden (n = 2), Australia (n = 1), Canada (n = 1),
Italy (n = 1) and Pakistan (n = 1). The studies were either conducted in the community
or in the hospital. Most studies used the general practice (n = 8) as a location based in
the community. Other community-based locations were: group practices (n = 3), health
centres (n = 2), primary care centres (n = 1), medical office centre (n = 1), family
medicine clinic (n = 1), and community clinics (n = 2).
Design and methods
Thirty-one articles were included in the final assessment. Most of the articles used a
qualitative approach (N = 20). A quantitative approach was used in seven articles and
four articles chose for a mixed-methods approach. All four articles of the mixedmethods approach chose a descriptive cross-sectional study design. Among the
studies that chose a quantitative approach, two different designs were used. One study
used a randomized controlled trial and one study used a quasi-experimental design.
Furthermore, the other five quantitative studies were descriptive correlation (N = 2),
comparative descriptive or cross-sectional studies (N= 2). Overall, video-tapes (N = 9)
and interviews (N = 9) were often chosen as methods compared to other methods,
such as questionnaires (N = 7), focus groups (N = 4), audio-tapes (N = 4), observations
(N = 2) and surveys (N = 2).
Participants
In more than half of the included studies both the patients and the general practitioners
were participants (N = 17). Five studies focussed on patients as their study population
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(Arthur, Geiser, Arriola, & Kripalani, 2009; Birhanu, Assefa, Woldie, & Morankar, 2010;
Jalil, Zakar, Zakar, & Fischer, 2017; Leckie, Bull, & Vrij, 2006; Leske, Strodl, & Hou,
2012). Interviews and questionnaires were used to assess the patients’ satisfaction
with the doctor-patient interaction or to find out what the patients’ preferences are in
doctor-patient communication. Three studies focussed on women because the
consultations were about menstrual pain or recommendation for a mammography and
these topics are only relevant for women (Houle, Harwood, Watkins, & Baum, 2007;
Liang, Kasman, Wang, Yuan, & Mandelblatt, 2006; Verheul, Sanders, & Bensing,
2010). The remaining studies included both male and female participants but almost
all of the studies reported that more females participated. The overall age range of the
participants was very broad, as it ranges from 15 to 97 years. A few articles did not
mention the age of the participants (n = 4) or the studies gave an average age of all
their participants together (n = 4).
Most articles did not look into the age of general practitioners. There were seven
articles that focussed on the healthcare provider, often defined by the authors of the
included studies as general practitioner or doctor (Abildsnes, Walseth, Flottorp, &
Stensland, 2012; Agledahl, Gulbrandsen, Forde, & Wifstad, 2011; de Ridder,
Theunissen, & van Dulmen, 2007; Essers, van Dulmen, van Weel, van der Vleuten, &
Kramer, 2011; Fatahi, Hellstrom, Skott, & Mattsson, 2008; Paternotte et al., 2016;
Veldhuijzen et al., 2013).
There was only one study that looked into patients with low SES. Arthur et al. (2009)
used a mixed-method design by audio-taping the primary care visit and interviewing
the patients after the visit. The study population were African-Americans of lower
socioeconomic status and were recruited via the primary care clinic of a large hospital.
The authors wanted to examine the different interaction styles of a general practitioner
in relation to the health literacy level of a patient.
Furthermore, there were ten studies that reported the ethnic background of patients
and physicians (Beach, Roter, Wang, Duggan, & Cooper, 2006; Gao, Burke, Somkin,
& Pasick, 2009; Greene, Adelman, Friedmann, & Charon, 1994; Houle et al., 2007;
Lukoschek, Fazzari, & Marantz, 2003; Paternotte et al., 2016, 2017; Rosenberg,
Richard, Lussier, & Abdool, 2006; Schouten et al., 2009). A variety of ethnicities were
stated, such as African-American, Asian-American, Hispanic, Euro-American, Turkish,
Italian, French, Canadian, Indian.
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COM-B model
Table 4 shows the factors found in the systematic review categorised into the
components of the COM-B model. The factors will be discussed according to the
component.
Table 4. Factors underlying effective communicative behaviour of the healthcare provider.

Capability

Opportunity

Motivation

Communication skills

Power

Emotions

Organisational skills

Familiarity

Attitude

Knowledge about patient and his/her

Time

Amount of respect

medical history
Visit context
Relationship
Trust

Capability
This section discusses the factors that fall within the component capability. Capability
concerns the knowledge and skills that a healthcare provider possesses in order to
communicate effectively with patients. Twenty studies reported on capability and
eighteen of them reported facilitating factors that contributed to effective
communicative behaviour.
Three factors were found to play a role in communicative behaviour which are,
1) organisational skills, 2) knowledge about patient and patient’s medical history and
3) communication skills. Eleven studies reported on communication skills (Arborelius
& Osterberg, 1995; Birhanu et al., 2010; Burford et al., 2011; Fatahi et al., 2008;
Frankel et al., 2005; Gao et al., 2009; Leckie et al., 2006; Mazzi et al., 2013; Paternotte
et al., 2017; Pawlikowska, Zhang, Griffiths, van Dalen, & van der Vleuten, 2012;
Robinson & Heritage, 2006). A great variety of communication skills were mentioned.
These communication skills were described as facilitators of a more effective
communicative behaviour. Communication skills can be divided into verbal and nonverbal skills (Pawlikowska et al., 2012). Verbal skills were: ask open-ended questions,
follow up on information, explain illness or treatment, and check for understanding.
Leckie et al. (2005) conducted a study with two hundred and twenty patients about
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desirable doctor communicative behaviours. Patients described that the doctor’s
communicative behaviour is efficient when the doctor explains the illness or treatment.
Nonverbal skills were: ability to listen to the patient, interpret and understand body
language, and make eye-contact. Ability to listen could help define and shape the
relationship between the doctor and the patient (Gao et al., 2009). This was explained
by a patient who said that the physicians’ ability to listen helped create a comfortable
atmosphere for patients to open up about themselves.
Three studies reported on organisational skills (Frankel et al., 2005; Mazzi et
al., 2013; Olde Hartman et al., 2011). These three studies showed that having
organisational skills can facilitate a more effective communication. Organisational skills
is concerned with the ability of the healthcare provider to structure a consultation.
Frankel et al. (2005) talked about how possessing or not possessing computer mastery
skills influences the way clinicians communicate with their patients. Clinicians who
were skilled computer users could organize relevant clinical data as well as carry out
their visit tasks (e.g. visually showing test results). On the contrary, when clinicians
were not skilled computer users, the computer added complexity to the organization
and flow of the visit because the amount of clinical information (mental tasks) or
physical tasks (i.e. typing) increased for the clinician. Consequently, it negatively
influences the behaviour of the clinician, the clinician became distracted and less
attention was paid to the patient. The overload of information on the screen could also
cause confusion with the clinician. A different study by Olde Hartman et al. (2011)
found that the family practitioner could use structuring techniques, such as
summarizing or agenda setting when a patient presents many symptoms in an
unstructured way. According to Mazzi et al. (2013) summarizing is a skill that patients
appreciate in a doctor.
Four studies reported on the factor knowledge about the patient and his/her
medical history (Essers et al., 2011; Houle et al., 2007; Paternotte et al., 2016;
Veldhuijzen et al., 2013). Three studies agreed that having some knowledge about the
patient’s background can facilitate a more effective communication. For example,
Essers et al. (2011) analysed video-taped GP consultations and observed that the
communication is more free and easy when the doctor knows more of the patient
background, such as his/her social context or the way the patient communicates.
Paternotte et al. (2016) interviewed doctors after they saw a videotaped consultation.
The doctors were asked what their thoughts were regarding their intercultural
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communication style. Almost all the doctors said that knowledge about the patient’s
background was important for establishing the right diagnosis. When the doctor had
knowledge on the patient's medical history, he or she could easily refer to a prior
episode or connect the discussed problems to the patient’s medical history (Essers et
al., 2011). Patients perceived their physicians as better communicators when the
physician expressed concerns about their families and were aware of their patients’
medical histories. Moreover, patients expressed that they perceived physicians as less
caring when they were unfamiliar with the patient’s medical history (Houle et al., 2007).

Opportunity
This section discusses the factors that fall within the component opportunity, which are
factors that lie beyond the healthcare providers control but could influence effective
communicative behaviour. The six factors that were placed under the component
opportunity were 1) power, 2) familiarity, 3) time, 4) relationship, 5) trust and 6) visit
context. Sixteen studies reported on opportunity and all of them reported facilitating
factors that contributed to effective communicative behaviour.
Power is reported by four studies (Abildsnes et al., 2012; Arthur et al., 2009;
Leckie et al., 2006; Leske et al., 2012). These four studies showed that equal power in
a doctor-patient relationship is a facilitator for effective communication. For example,
Leske et al. (2012) conducted interviews with overweight/obese adults about what
empowers them to make changes in their lifestyle. The patients stated that they felt
more empowered to make changes in their lifestyle when the power between the
practitioner and them was equal. The patients described that equal power means the
practitioner listens to the patient and is on the same level as the patient. Furthermore,
relational power led to the patient being more receptive to advice and the general
practitioner found the atmosphere to be comfortable (Abildnes et al., 2012). Power can
also be a barrier, in the case of when inequal power relations in consultations. Arthur
et al. (2009) used a mixed methods approach to study the relationship between the
different interaction styles and the health literacy of the patient. They pointed out that
patients with inadequate health literacy often had paternalistic encounters. In these
encounters the physician had more power or in other words the physician controlled
the consultation and the patients were passive participants. Furthermore, patients with
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marginal or adequate health literacy skills had mostly mutual encounters. In mutual
encounters was the power between the physician and the patient more equal.
Two studies reported on familiarity as a facilitating factor for effective
communication (Houle et al., 2007; Moran, Bekker, & Latchford, 2008). The meaning
of familiarity is not completely the same for both studies. This could be explained due
to the different approach and the context of the studies. The study of Moran et al.
(2008) used a quantitative approach and showed that familiarity between doctor and
patient was significantly related to a more assertive response by the patient.
Meanwhile, the study of Houle et al. (2007) had a qualitative approach. They conducted
focus groups to highlight the patients’ preferences and found that patients preferred to
develop continuity with one physician. Thus, the study of Houle et al. (2007) was about
creating familiarity whereas Moran et al. (2008) tested the relationship between
familiarity and a patient’s response.
Five studies reported on time (Greene et al., 1994; Jalil et al., 2017; J. Robinson
& Heritage, 2006; Veldhuijzen et al., 2013; Walseth, Abildsnes, & Schei, 2011). Time
seems to be a facilitator and a barrier to effective communication. Three studies
mentioned time as a facilitator (Greene et al., 1994; Jalil et al., 2017; J. Robinson &
Heritage, 2006). Robinson and Heritage (2006) found that patients who rated their
visits as long were more positive about their physician’s communication. In another
study, it was stated that patients expected the physician to take their time for thorough
examination and accurate diagnosis (Jalil et al., 2017). However, time was more often
mentioned as a barrier. Patients pointed out that the doctors’ advice was more
superficial and general when they were on a tight time schedule (Walseth et al., 2011).
Time was not only perceived as a problem for the patient but also for the healthcare
provider. Veldhuijzen et al. (2013) addressed that general practitioners felt a constant
demand to stay on schedule. Due to the time pressure, general practitioners were less
able to think about how to communicate with the patient.
Four studies reported on the factor relationship (Gao et al., 2009; Moran et al.,
2008; Paternotte et al., 2017; J. Robinson & Heritage, 2006). The development of a
relationship between the healthcare provider and the patient seems to be a facilitator
in effective communication. Paternotte et al. (2017) said that when the relationship was
established, the communication was more satisfying because during the interaction
between patient and doctor fewer words were needed to understand each other.
Robinson and Heritage (2006) found that patients evaluated physicians’ listening
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behaviour and affective communication significantly more positive in a situation where
the relationship was already established. The findings of Gao et al. (2009) showed a
reversed relation between affective communication and the relationship. Patients
stated that making a personal connection (e.g. personal talk, joking, sharing personal
experiences, asking how things are, shaking hands and being involved in patients talk)
helped to form an equal, open and close relationship. This implied that the affective
communication style of a general practitioner helped with developing a relationship.
Trust was reported in two qualitative studies (Gao et al., 2009; Houle et al.,
2007). Trust was seen as a facilitator for effective communicative behaviour. Houle et
al. (2007) conducted focus groups with adult female patients of diverse cultural
backgrounds. The patients were recruited from community-based urban clinics. During
the focus groups participants addressed the importance of trust in effective
communication. The patients stated that they were more likely to follow a doctor’s
advice when they had trust in the doctor. Gao et al. (2009) had a similar perspective
on the role of trust. The authors conducted interviews with ethnically diverse patients
about what their response would be to colorectal cancer screening recommendation.
They noticed that the patients who expressed trust in the doctor were more receptive
to the recommendation. Moreover, Goa et al. (2009) highlighted the other side of trust,
that patients who distrust their doctor were more resistant to the doctors’
recommendations.
Four studies reported on the visit context (Birhanu et al., 2010; Fatahi et al.,
2008; Frankel et al., 2005; Paternotte et al., 2016). The visit context can be described
as external factors that influences the consultation. The four studies described the visit
context as a facilitator of effective communicative behaviour because the doctor could
make use of these external factors to effectively communicate with the patient. External
factors found in this systematic review were about objects that are physically in the
room or the involvement of an interpreter during the consultation. The study of Frankel
et al. (2005) looked into the spatial organisation of the exam room and focussed mostly
on the physical placement of the computer. According to the authors the computer
should be placed facing the patient and positioned in a way that the doctor could easily
make eye-contact with the patient. Two studies that looked into intercultural
communication discussed the use of an interpreter (Fatahi et al., 2008; Paternotte et
al., 2016). Both studies observed that involving the same interpreter in each
consultation was useful because everyone knew each other in advance, as a result the
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content exchange increased and the communication between general practitioner and
patient went more smoothly.

Motivation
This section discusses the factors that fall within the component motivation. Three
factors were placed under the component motivation: 1) emotions, 2) amount of
respect, and 3) attitude. Six studies reported on motivation and five of them reported
facilitating factors that contributed to effective communicative behaviour.
One study reported on emotions to be both a facilitator and a barrier to effective
communicative behaviour. Veldhuijzen et al. (2013) conducted recall interviews with
general practitioners. The aim of the study was to explore factors that determined
communicative behaviour of the general practitioner. Emotions was one of the factors,
that seemed to have an influence on whether a general practitioner communicated
effectively or not. From the interviews came forward that general practitioners who
experienced negative emotions, such as irritation, displayed more directive and less
exploratory behaviour while when they experienced positive emotions non-directive
communicative behaviour was shown.
One study reported on respect as a facilitator of effective communicative
behaviour. Beach et al. (2006) looked into the association between respect and
positive communication behaviours. They found that the amount of respect a general
practitioner had for a patient influenced how he/she communicated with the patient.
General practitioners were more affective towards patients for whom they had high
respect. Moreover, the high respected patients received more information of general
practitioners compared to patients that were less respected.
Three studies reported on attitude as a facilitator (Fatahi et al., 2008; Lukoschek
et al., 2003; Paternotte et al., 2016) and one study reported attitude as a barrier to
effective communicative behaviour (Rosenberg et al., 2006). A positive attitude could
be a facilitator for effective communicative behaviour because the healthcare provider
has an open mind and willingness to communicate with their patients. This is shown in
the study of Fatahi et al. (2008) and Paternotte et al. (2016). Both studies had a similar
context, they looked into the interaction between a general practitioner and patients
with different ethnic backgrounds. Fatahi et al. (2008) specified that the general
practitioners had an accepting attitude of the patient regardless of their ethnic
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background. Paternotte et al. (2016) conducted interviews with physicians and found
that physicians had a positive attitude about the diversity between their ethnic patients.
The context of Lukoschek et al. (2003) was a bit different. They looked into the
influence of the doctor’s attitude towards health information delivery on whether or not
patients comprehend health information. It seemed that a predictor for the patient’s
lack of comprehension was a physician’s negative attitude towards health information
delivery. An attitude that was considered as a barrier was ethnic stereotyping.
Rosenberg et al. (2006) said that the behaviour of an ethnic patient was considered
normal because of the beliefs that it is caused by their culture while for a native patient
the behaviour would be considered as a problem.

Another factor
Personal characteristics could not be placed into one of the components of the COMB model but appears to play a role in determining whether communication is effective.
The reason why personal characteristics cannot be placed into one of the components
is because a person is born with certain traits. These traits are not considered as skills,
brain processes or an external influence on the healthcare provider. They are always
present in a person and as a result could have an influence on every component in the
model. There were five studies that reported on personal characteristics (Fatahi et al.,
2008; Houle et al., 2007; Mazzi et al., 2013; Paternotte et al., 2017; Walseth et al.,
2011). Paternotte et al. (2017) mentioned that patients preferred an open and friendly
doctor, who focuses on the patient and not on the computer. In the study of Houle et
al. (2007) were also patients who perceive their physician to be a more effective
communicator when they showed genuine friendliness. An interesting finding of
Walseth et al. (2011) was that the general practitioner should have a dual role. What
they meant was that patients preferable view general practitioner with following
personality traits: being open, honest, friendly, direct, and being humorous mannered,
but simultaneously the general practitioner acts as a medical expert.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, it seemed that studies reported more on the facilitators of effective
communication than on the barriers of effective communicative behaviour. Moreover,
most of the factors found in the literature were categorised under the components
capability and opportunity of the COM-B model. The literature did not report much on
factors related to the component motivation. This systematic review mainly consisted
of qualitative studies and the few studies that were quantitative often used a crosssectional design.
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5. Results secondary data
Several factors were found in the secondary data that could play a role in effective
communication between the healthcare provider and people with low SES (see Table
5). These factors were placed under the components of the COM-B model. In this
section the factors will be discussed according to these components.
Table 5. Factors that play a role in effectively communicating with people of low SES.

Capability

Opportunity

Motivation

Communication skills

Communication tools

Aware of the communication style
of people with low SES

Trust

Aware of assumptions about
people with low SES

Time

Positive attitude

Capability
In terms of the component ‘capability’, a few communication skills were found in project
1 and 3. These were: use simple language, let the patient share their opinion, listen to
the patient, and involve them in decision-making. These communication skills were
helpful for the healthcare provider to communicate effectively with people of low SES.

Communication skills
The healthcare provider should use simple language towards functional illiterate
patients, this was mentioned in project 1. In general, functional illiterate patients are
less skilled in their reading and writing ability. This could negatively affect the
comprehension of information about their healthcare. In project 1, it was described that
functional illiterate patients experienced difficulties with understanding what the doctor
was saying during a consultation. The project manager explained that doctors were
stimulated to use very simple spoken language to help the patients of low SES
understand the health advice given by the doctor.
“The conversations of doctors with their patients are very low-key, simple
language is used to communicate with them” (Interview with manager of project
1).
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Another communication skill that healthcare providers should have is letting patients
share their story and carefully listen to it. The life situation of functional illiterate patients
is often complex, because other challenges than health problems could also be present
in their life. Hence, it is important that functional illiterate patients are allowed to share
their life story during consultation. In project 1, it came forward that patients were
allowed to share their opinions and wishes about their health and were allowed to talk
about their life situation. The general practitioner listened to the situation of the
functional illiterate patients which helped the general practitioner understand the
patient’s health and background.
“Patients were allowed to tell their story from their perspective and healthcare
providers got to know the patient better through their story. This led to the patient
and the healthcare provider understanding each other’s perspectives” (2nd
progress report of project 1).

A communication skill that contributed to the healthcare provider’s capability of
effectively communicating with people of low SES was ‘involving the people of low SES
in decision-making’. This was mentioned in project 3 as an important aspect of their
project. How the project team involve people of low SES is illustrated with the following
example: the project team organised a gathering for residents in a community centre.
During the gathering residents helped create an overview of existing activities in their
neighbourhood as well as brainstorming about what kind of other activities they would
like to participate in. The project manager of project 3 described that when
communicating with people of low SES, the healthcare providers should not be the
only ones who talk about the activities and organise them. The people with low SES
should be actively involved in the project so that the healthcare providers can ask for
their input on what kind of activities they would like to participate in their
neighbourhood. The project manager strongly stated that especially the people with
low SES deserved a voice in this because they are the most knowledgeable about their
neighbourhood.
“An important aspect of this project is actively involving the vulnerable people
and offering them the chance to take initiative and stimulate them to give input
on the things they consider as important” (1st progress report of Project 3).
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“In this project we want to create a map of all the activities in the neighbourhood
because we do not always need to develop new activities, it would be better to
use what is already available. The citizens are the experts of their
neighbourhood. Therefore, we need to ask them questions, such as what are
you doing in the neighbourhood, where are you joining the activities” (interview
with manager of Project 3).

Opportunity
Communication tools
The availability of communication tools provided an opportunity for healthcare
providers to improve their communication with people of low SES. This was shown in
project 1 and 4.

In project 1 functional illiterate patients, people who are not proficient enough in reading
and writing, had difficulties with understanding medical information. According to the
project manager, a tool (i.e. images) was used to help the general practitioners clearly
explain medical information to functional illiterate patients during a consultation. The
project team said during the audit that the increased use of images instead of written
information during a consultation was perceived as pleasant by the patient. The use of
images led to a more effective communication with the patient because the patient
understood the information better and came back to the GP’s office with different
questions.
“We work a lot with images, called inspiring cards, which gets us beyond
language. This is very helpful in situations when someone cannot read”
(interview with manager of project 1).
“Also, in the GP’s office changes are made slowly, for example more use of
images instead of text. It was noticeable that patients found it pleasant and
would come back in the practice with different questions” (audit of project 1).
Also, in project 4 images were mentioned as a tool that could improve communication
towards people of low SES. ‘Effectenster’ was a method used by social workers of
project 4. The aim of this method was to increase self-reliance of people with low SES
by asking them questions on the following eight areas: 1) health, 2) housing and
money, 3) structure and consistency, 4) development, 5) setting boundaries, 6) social
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networks, 7) safety and 8) emotional needs. These areas were put together to create
a star shaped image (see Figure. 6). The manager of project 4 described that the social
workers chose to use a method that included an overview image because the people
of low SES could understand this better.
“So one of the elements of the communication plan is that the social workers use an
image [of ‘effectenster’] because this is more appealing to the targetgroup” (2nd
progress report of project 4).

Figure 6. Effectenster (Effectenmonitor, 2013).

Trust
The projects 1, 2 and 4 showed that trust provides an opportunity for the health care
provider to communicate with a group that is normally difficult to reach.

Presence of trust was mentioned in project 2 as an important aspect of the project.
Project 2 was a continuation of a prior project. Therefore, the project 2 team chose to
include mothers who had successfully completed the prior project. These mothers
were recruited by nurses who they had frequent contact with during the prior project.
During that time the nurses and mothers were able to build a relationship of trust in
each other. Because trust was already established with mothers of low SES, nurses
were able to further guide mothers with low SES and help them achieve the right skills
in raising their own children, according to the project manager.
“The most important success factor of this project is the strong relationship of
trust between the nurse and the mother. This made it possible to achieve
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positive results in improving the mother’s child raising skills” (3rd progress report
of project 2).

Project 1 and 4 described the importance of building a relationship of trust with people
of low SES. In project 4 the healthcare providers were more accessible to the people
of low SES. The team of project 4 contacted people of low SES who had severe
financial problems. Normally, this group is reluctant to approach governmental
institutes for help. Therefore, this project highlighted the importance of investing in
building a relationship with these families first, before taking any actions. The project
team described a relationship of trust between the social worker and the people of low
SES should be established in order to guide the people of low SES in the direction of
better health and less financial problems.
“A strong relationship between the social worker and family is necessary in
taking the steps into the right direction. A relationship of trust should be
established” (audit of project 4).

Project 1 described how valuable trust between the healthcare provider and the patient
is for communication. This project emphasised that reassuring functional illiterate
patients was considered to be very important. Trust had a role in creating more
reassurance. According to the project team, working on the project for three years
made it possible to build a relationship of trust with functional illiterate patients. This
relationship of trust created an atmosphere where patients felt comfortable and familiar
with the doctor.
“It is good to see that patients are not only committed to the project but also
committed to the people in the project. Working with the same people for three
years is valuable, as it was possible to build trust in each other, and patients
were feeling more and more comfortable [sharing information about
themselves]” (audit of project 1).
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Time
In project 1, it was described that the available time was not enough for the healthcare
provider to communicate effectively. It appeared that more time was needed for
general practitioners to clearly explain everything to patients that are functional
illiterate. According to the project team, general practitioners often did not have enough
time to properly invest in the patient, more time was needed to ask more in-depth
questions, so that the general practitioner could gain enough information about the
patient.
“It costs time to go in more depth with a patient and get the information out of
them” (audit of project 1).

Motivation
In terms of the component ‘motivation’, the following factors were found: the healthcare
provider being aware of the communication style that people of low SES have as well
as their own assumptions about people of low SES and the healthcare provider has a
positive and enthusiastic attitude. All these factors could contribute to improving the
communication with people of low SES.

Aware of the communication style of people with low SES
Project 1 showed that the healthcare providers were not aware of the importance of
adapting their communication to functional illiterate patients. During a meeting with the
project group, where functional illiterate patients are also part of, came forward that
functional illiterate patients require a different kind of communication. The healthcare
providers were not aware of this and were surprised about how well the patients could
tell about their needs. An example is given by the project manager, who quoted one of
the healthcare providers: “This man cannot read or write, but knows very well what he
wants, how is that possible?” This was a real eye-opener for the healthcare providers
and inspired them to adapt the way they communicate in their daily practice.

Aware of assumptions about people of low SES
The doctors of project 1 did not objectively communicate with the patient. They had
certain assumptions about functional illiteracy and they placed this group into a certain
box. The project manager asked for a list of people with functional illiteracy and she
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received a list of ethnic patients. According to the project team the assumption that
functional illiterate patients were always ethnic people should be debunked, because
functional illiteracy occurs in all kinds of population groups. Also, the assumption that
functional illiterate people only are less skilled in writing and reading, is something that
healthcare providers should not assume immediately. According to the team of project
one, people who are less skilled in reading and writing also often miss health skills.
“When we asked for a list of functional illiterate patients, a list of ethnic patients
was given. The fault to only think of this stereotypical idea should be prevented,
because functional illiteracy can be found in a variety of people. Additionally,
healthcare providers should not only think of functional illiteracy as a language
problem. Good language skills does not mean good health skills and vice versa.
It is important that health skills are also included in this” (audit of project 1).

Positive attitude
Healthcare providers had a positive attitude when communicating with people of low
SES or they were trained to approach the people of low SES positively. In project 1
healthcare providers were very positive about communicating with people of low SES.
The project manager described that the doctors were enthusiastic about giving the
necessary care and support to the functional illiterate patients.
“General practitioners are very enthusiastic about giving care and support to
people of low SES” (1st progress report of project 1).

The manager of project 3 underlined that the healthcare provider should approach
people with low SES in a fun and positive way. In order to make sure that the people
of low SES were approached in a positive way, healthcare providers received training
in how to approach and communicate with people of low SES.
“The health coaches were trained to invite people of low SES in a positive and
pleasant way. Also, they were taught to encourage people of low SES to help
others in the neighbourhood” (3rd progress report of project 3).
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6. Discussion
The aim of this study was to identify factors underlying effective communicative
behaviour of the healthcare provider towards people of low SES. These factors were
explored by conducting a systematic literature review and secondary data analysis.
Table 6 shows the factors that were found in the systematic review and the secondary
data.
Table 6. Overview of factors underlying effective communicative behaviour of the healthcare provider.

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

SECONDARY DATA

Communication skills
CAPABILITY

Organisational skills
Knowledge about patient and

Communication skills

his/her medical history
Visit context
Relationship
OPPORTUNITY

Familiarity
Power
Trust

Communication tools
Trust
Time

Time
Aware of assumptions about

MOTIVATION

Amount of respect

people of low SES

Emotions

Aware of communication style

Attitude

of people of low SES
Positive attitude

The factors discovered in the different projects (secondary data) were communication
skills (capability), trust, time, communication tools (opportunity), awareness of
communication style of people of low SES, the healthcare provider’s assumptions
about people of low SES, and positive attitude (motivation). These factors could
contribute to a more effective communicative behaviour of the healthcare provider
towards people of low SES. Some of these factors resembled the factors discovered
in the systematic review. This could imply that the factors that are essential for
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healthcare providers to communicate effectively with people of low SES do not differ
much of the way healthcare providers communicate with people in general. This result
is perhaps not surprising, but something that is important to add is that people of low
SES are less likely to actively participate in their healthcare compared to people of high
SES (Wiltshire, Roberts, Brown, & Sarto, 2009). One reason that this could be is that
people of low SES may struggle with health literacy and therefore take on a passive
role in medical care (Safeer & Keenan, 2005). The downside of this is that healthcare
providers and people of low SES get stuck in a communication cycle where the people
of low SES are reluctant to ask the healthcare provider questions and the healthcare
provider is less likely to provide enough information to the people of low SES (Gordon,
Street, Sharf, & Souchek, 2006; Willems et al., 2005). A more balanced communication
pattern, where the healthcare provider could provide sufficient attention and care to
people of low SES and the people of low SES actively engage in asking questions
about their medical care, is key in breaking the cycle. Thus, a balanced communication
between the healthcare provider and people of low SES could increase the
effectiveness of communication which in turn could lead to more positive health
outcomes among people of low SES.

Articles about people of low SES included in the systematic review
A striking result was that only 1 of the 31 articles included in the systematic review
conducted research among people of low SES. This shows that literature on doctorpatient communication with patients of low SES is very limited. The limited number of
studies on this topic was also found by Willems et al. (2005). A reason for this could
be that conducting research among people with low socioeconomic status is difficult.
They are frequently labelled as a group that is hard to reach and recruit (Cleland &
Ball, 2010; Freimuth & Mettger, 1990). Nevertheless, people with a low socioeconomic
status are important to do research on, because they struggle with health problems
more than people of high SES (Mackenbach et al., 1997). Hence, it is crucial to conduct
more studies on how healthcare providers can effectively communicate with people of
low SES, with the aim of improving their health.
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Resembling factors between systematic review and secondary data
The factors communication skills, trust, time, awareness of assumptions about people
of low SES, and positive attitude were found in both the systematic review and the
secondary data.
The communication skills found in the secondary data were the use of simple
language, to listen carefully to the people of low SES, and to involve the people of low
SES in decision-making. These skills were also mentioned in the literature or
guidelines for effective communication (Gao et al., 2009; Medical Board of Australia,
2017; Travaline et al., 2005; van den Brink-Muinen et al., 2000). One communication
skill was not found in the systematic review but was mentioned in the secondary data:
involve the people of low SES in decision-making. Two projects described that people
of low SES were involved in discussing and organising activities within the projects.
The reason why it is important to involve people of low SES in decision-making is
because it creates a mutual relationship between the healthcare provider and the
people of low SES (Mead & Bower, 2000). In other words, it stimulates equality
between the healthcare provider and the people of low SES.
In the systematic review and the secondary data, time was found as a factor
that played a role in effective communicative behaviour of the healthcare provider.
Time is often a challenge that physician’s encounter in healthcare (Cannarella
Lorenzetti, Jacques, Donovan, Cottrell, & Buck, 2013). In the secondary data, doctors
felt they did not have enough time to consult the patient effectively. This was also found
in the systematic review, doctors felt pressured to stay on schedule which led to a
rushed way of communicating with their patients (Veldhuijzen et al., 2013). Finding
extra time is difficult but could provide opportunities to communicate more effectively.
For example, Beaudoin, Lussier, Gagnon, Brouillet, and Lalande (2001) showed that
doctors were able to discuss lifestyle issues when they had more time. This is
beneficial for the low SES group because the secondary data showed that the life
situation of people of low SES was often complex, meaning that other problems than
health problems were present in their lives.
In the systematic review and secondary data, the presence of trust in the
relationship between the healthcare provider and people (of low SES) has shown to
have positive effects on establishing effective communication. The systematic review
described that when patients expressed trust in the doctor, they were more likely to
follow the doctor’s advice (Gao et al., 2009; Houle et al., 2007). The secondary data
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showed that establishing trust with people of low SES could improve the healthcare
provider’s communication with them. Furthermore, trust in the healthcare provider
helps the people of low SES take steps into the direction of better health. Thus, trust
is important in building a partnership between healthcare provider and the people of
low SES, which is an aspect that comes back in patient-centred communication style
(Epstein & Street, 2007).

Communication style
What is interesting is that the factors discovered in the secondary data (trust, involving
the patient in decision-making, carefully listen to the patient, and awareness about the
background and communication style of people of low SES) seem to fit in a patientcentred communication style. According to Epstein and Street (2007), a patientcentred communication style is characterised by the healthcare provider giving the
patient the information they need to participate in care, responding to emotions of the
patient, building trust with and understanding the patient, and enabling patient selfmanagement. The aim of a patient-centred communication style is that the healthcare
provider understands and responds to the true needs and wishes, so that it suits the
patient’s best interest (McWhinney, 1985). Several studies indicated that a patientcentred communication style was not used towards people of low SES (Roter et al.,
1997; Schouten et al., 2009). For example, Willems et al. (2005) found that healthcare
providers communicated in a less participatory and directive style with people of a low
SES, which means a doctor-controlled communication style was used towards patients
of low SES. The weakness of a doctor-controlled approach is that it solely focusses on
the doctor’s perspective and forgets about the importance of human relationships and
the role of the other partner in the consultation (Sweeney, MacAuley, & Pereira Gray,
1998). In other words, effective communication is a two-way street: the patient should
have an active communication style and the physician should have a patient-centred
communication style (Gordon & Gerber, 2010). However, it could be difficult for
physicians to change from a doctor-controlled communication style to a patient-centred
communication style. A possible explanation could be that healthcare providers cannot
escape their habitual behaviour (Godin, Bélanger-Gravel, Eccles, & Grimshaw, 2008).
This change in communication style needs time and training. Up till now, an effective
patient-centred communication training has not been created yet. Brouwers,
Rasenberg, van Weel, Laan, and van Weel-Baumgarten (2017) conducted a
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systematic review on instruments that measure patient-centred communication. It
appeared that the 14 instruments that were found were not thoroughly tested on validity
and reliability. Thus, more attention needs to be paid to test the instruments that
measure patient-centred communication, so that communication trainings for
healthcare providers that specifically focus on communicating with people of low SES
can be developed.

COM-B model interaction between factors
The COM-B model was useful in providing valuable insights in communicative
behaviour of the healthcare provider. A wide range of factors were identified in the
systematic review and secondary data and placed under one of the components of the
COM-B model, either capability, opportunity or motivation. The identified factors could
interact with each other. Interaction between capability, opportunity and motivation was
predicted by the COM-B model (Michie et al., 2011). For instance, time (opportunity)
can be related to communication skills (capability), because healthcare providers could
learn or sharpen their communication skills by taking time off. The model also predicted
that capability and opportunities are the ones that influence motivation and not the
other way around. Yet, motivation could influence capability in a sense that new
communication skills can be learned when healthcare providers feel motivated to do
so. Additionally, motivation could influence opportunity: in the literature it was found
that non-judgmental and caring attitude (motivation) can improve a patient’s trust in the
healthcare provider (opportunity) (Breen & Greenberg, 2010; Ong et al., 1995).
Moreover, the COM-B model does not predict that factors within the components could
also interact with each other. For example, within the component opportunity time could
influence trust. When healthcare providers build trust with people of low SES, this can
merely happen overtime. This study does not intend to assume any underlying
relations, what this study does demonstrate is the complexity of communicative
behaviour. The interactions that were described have not been tested in this study.
Future studies could conduct statistical analysis on these relations.

Personal characteristics
In the systematic review, the factor personal characteristics was found to not fit any of
the components of the COM-B model. Personal characteristics is something a person
is born with, which implies that it is always going to be present whenever the healthcare
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provider

communicates

with

individuals

of

low

SES.

Therefore,

personal

characteristics could be an external influence on all of the components of the COM-B
model. The factors found in this study have a role in establishing effective
communication behaviour. The role of personal characteristics in creating a
communication style that suits the healthcare provider could increase the effectiveness
of communication. This is illustrated by a quote of Warnecke (2014): ‘The technical
aspects of good communication can be known but the art of communication is the
development of these skills and finding a style of communication that suits the clinician
and produces benefits for the patient and doctor’. Thus, healthcare provider’s personal
characteristics influences his/her communication style. Therefore, more knowledge
can be gained on the personal characteristics that people of low SES prefer to see in
their

healthcare

provider.

The

link

between

personal

characteristics

and

communication style is a fascinating result that could be explored more via conducting
interviews with people of low SES.

Strengths
This study is valuable to the current literature because it offers a deeper insight on
effective communicative behaviour towards people of low SES. Elements of effective
communication have been extensively researched, but they have not been studied
among people of low SES. Furthermore, a systematic review on factors that play a role
in communicative behaviour of the healthcare provider was conducted. A systematic
review is a step by step method on searching the literature and is considered to give
results with high quality of evidence (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006). Accompanying the
systemic review, a quality assessment of the included articles ensured that only good
quality articles were used for the data analysis. Most of the articles included in the
systematic review were of high quality, which suggests that the results are reliable.
Another strength of this study is the access to available data on a vulnerable group.
Normally, collecting data on vulnerable groups costs time and is more difficult to collect
because the people of low SES are not easy to reach (Cleland & Ball, 2010; Freimuth
& Mettger, 1990).
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Limitations
This study also contains several limitations. Firstly, this study is not able to confirm any
causal relations between factors and communicative behaviour, since the secondary
data gives a description of the phenomena rather than any direct evidence of those
phenomena. Same goes for the systematic review, only one article conducted a
randomized controlled trial.
Secondly, the researcher was limited to data that was available and accessible.
The secondary data was part of an evaluation study, which means that the data was
collected with a different aim than the aim of this study. Consequently, the data displays
a lot of information on the process of the project and less detailed information about
communication between the healthcare provider and the people of low SES. During
the data analysis, the researcher worked with a limited amount of information, which
made it more difficult to code the data. As a result, there is a possibility that the
researcher overinterpreted the data. Taking this into account, the conclusions that are
drawn in this study should be read with caution.
Thirdly, even though the projects in the secondary data targeted people of low
SES, the groups in each of the four projects are quite different. In project 1 the focus
laid on functional illiterate patients, project 2 focussed on vulnerable mothers, project
3 concentrated on isolated elderly people and vulnerable families, and project 4 aimed
vulnerable families with financial problems. They are very diverse subgroups, making
it difficult to generalise the found results of this study to the whole population of people
of low SES. Moreover, the secondary data is mostly based on the experiences of the
people who are in the project teams. It would be interesting to see the perspectives of
the people of low SES and healthcare providers on effective communicative behaviour
together. Future research could go into more depth by conducting a focus group with
a more coherent group of people of low SES and healthcare providers.
In this study, content analysis was used to analyse the secondary data. This
was conducted by one person and could subsequently raise concerns about the
trustworthiness of the results. When conducting content analysis, the researcher could
have pre-understandings that influence the way the data is perceived and interpreted
(Sandelowski, 2011). To ensure the results are more trustworthy, more than one
person should work on the data analysis (Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, DiCenso, Blythe, &
Neville, 2014). Collaborating with co-researchers during analysis displays other
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interpretations and perspectives on the data, thereby enhances the quality of the
results (Erlingsson & Brysiewicz, 2017).

Implications for practice
Based on everything that has been mentioned above, the following suggestions are
given to healthcare providers to facilitate effective communication with people of low
SES.
▪

The main advice is to adapt a patient-centred communication style.

When adapting the communication style, the following aspects should be considered:
➢ take time to build trust with the people of low SES;
➢ learn about the communication style of the people of low SES;
➢ be aware of own assumptions on people of low SES;
➢ improve communication skills;
➢ use communication tools;
➢ have a positive and open attitude toward people of low SES.
Training the healthcare providers to adapt the patient-centred communication style is
advised.
Conclusion
This study gives insights in the factors underlying effective communicative behaviour.
Healthcare providers should be equipped with communication skills (capability), should
be aware of the people of low SES communication style, be aware of their assumptions
about people of low SES, and have a positive attitude (motivation). Also,
communication tools, time and trust provide opportunities for the healthcare provider
to communicate effectively (opportunity). These factors appear to be aspects of a
patient-centred communication style. However, the communication style is affected by
the personal characteristics of the healthcare provider. It would be interesting to
investigate what kind of personality a healthcare provider can work with a patientcentred communication style so that it suits the low socioeconomic group. These
arguments indicate that looking at the future prospect, we may need healthcare
providers that are specialised in communicating with people of low SES.
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Appendix A
Search strategy
Pubmed
(Physician [MeSH] OR Physician [tiab] OR Physicians [tiab] OR doctor [tiab] OR
doctors [tiab] OR health personnel [MeSH] OR health personnel [tiab] OR healthcare
provider [tiab] OR healthcare providers [tiab] OR healthcare provider [tiab] OR
healthcare providers [tiab] OR health-care provider [tiab] OR health-care providers
[tiab] OR general practitioners [MeSH] OR general practitioner [tiab] OR general
practitioners [tiab]) AND (Patient [MeSH] OR Patient [tiab] OR Patients [tiab]) AND
(Communication [MeSH] OR Communication [tiab] OR doctor-patient communication
[tiab] OR physician-patient communication [tiab] OR provider-patient communication
[tiab] OR communicative behaviour [tiab] OR communicative behavior [tiab]) AND
(physician-patient relations [MeSH] OR physician-patient relations [tiab] OR physicianpatient relation [tiab] OR doctor-patient relation [tiab] OR doctor-patient relations [tiab]
OR provider-patient relation [tiab] OR provider-patient relations [tiab] OR physicianpatient relationship [tiab] OR physician-patient relationships [tiab] OR doctor-patient
relationship [tiab] OR doctor-patient relationships [tiab] OR provider-patient
relationship [tiab] OR provider-patient relationships [tiab]) AND (consultation [tiab] OR
consultations [tiab] OR visit [tiab] OR visits [tiab] OR counselling [tiab]) AND (Motivation
[MeSH] OR Motivation [tiab] OR Motivations [tiab] OR Professional competence
[MeSH] OR professional competence [tiab] OR professional competencies [tiab] OR
clinical competence [MeSH] OR clinical competence [tiab] OR clinical competencies
[tiab] OR clinical skill [tiab] OR clinical skills [tiab] OR cultural competence [MeSH] OR
cultural competence [tiab] OR cultural competencies [tiab] OR Opportunity [tiab] OR
Opportunities [tiab])

PsycINFO
(Physician OR doctor OR “health personnel” OR “healthcare provider*” OR “healthcare
provider*” OR “general practitioner*”) AND (Patient) AND (Communication OR “doctorpatient communication” OR “physician-patient communication” OR “provider-patient
communication” OR “communicative behaviour” OR “communicative behavior”) AND
(“physician-patient relation*” OR “doctor-patient relation*” OR “provider-patient
relation*”) AND (consultation* OR visit* OR counselling) AND (Motivation* OR
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“Professional competenc*” OR “clinical competenc*” OR “clinical skill*” OR “cultural
competenc*” OR Opportunit*)
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Table 1. Quality assessment of the 31 included articles.
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Table 2. Overview of the 31 included studies.
Authors
(year)

Aim

1

Abildsnes et
al. (2012)

To identify aspects of
power and powerlessness
in GP’s narratives about
lifestyle counselling.

Qualitative
(focus groups)

GP’s,
Norway,
General practice,
Consultation,
Ethnicity unclear

2

Agledahl et
al. (2011)

To study how doctors care
for their patients, both
medically and as fellow
humans, through
observing their conduct in
patient-doctor encounters.
To test the applicability of
the model by:
- describing what approach
physicians have when
broaching the subject of
psychosocial issues with
patients
- analysing the approaches
to see which could be
described as successful
and which less successful.

Qualitative
(grounded
theory; videotapes)

Doctors,
Norway,
Teaching hospital,
consultations,
Ethnicity unclear

3

Arborelius &
Osterberg
(1995)

Design &
Method

Qualitative
(video-tapes)

Study characteristics

GP’s and patients
(♂/♀ 20-97 years),
Sweden,
Primary care centres,
Consultation,
Ethnicity unclear for
both

Factors

Effectiveness
(Facilitators = + and Barriers = -)

GP’s have power:
- Paternalistic power = GP is
directing the patient and
disclosure
- Relational power =
rhetoric communication,
humour, visualisation and
paradoxes

(-) Paternalistic is less effective because
disclosure of information that was gained
without asking the patient and confronting
them with it is unethical.
(+) Relational is effective because rhetoric
communication leads to patient being more
receptive and the atmosphere is more
comfortable for the GP.

Existential care (i.e.
considering the personal
meanings of the patients’
conditions)
Focus on medical concerns

(-) Focussing too much on medical concerns
is not considered effective because the
existential care is then neglected.

-

-

Physicians approaches:
- Asking close-ended,
leading or negative
questions
- Asking open-ended
questions
- Following up the
information received
- Empathic approach

(-) Physicians asking close-ended, leading or
negative questions is not effective because
patients did not show concern.
(+) Physicians asking open-ended questions,
following up the information received and
having an empathic approach is effective
because patients did express concern.
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4

Arthur et al.
(2009)

To describe medical
interactions between
African-American patients
with diabetes and their
primary care physicians
according to the four
prototypes of control
described by Roter and
Hall and to examine how
these different styles of
interaction may differ by
health literacy level.
To explore the domain of
physician-reported respect
for individual patients.

5

Beach et al.
(2006)

6

Birhanu et al. To assess patient
(2010)
satisfaction with
healthcare provider
interactions and its
influencing factors among
out-patients.

Mixed-methods
(descriptive:
cross-sectional
design, audiotapes &
interviews)

Patients (♂/♀ age
unknown),
USA,
Hospital clinic,
Primary care visit,
African-American
Low SES

Balance in power and health
literacy of the patient

It is not effective because physicians involve
patients with low health literacy less than
marginal or high health literacy.
(-) Patients with inadequate health literacy
had often paternalistic encounters (physician
has more control and patients are passive
participants) compared to patients with
marginal or adequate health literacy skills
where mutual encounters were most
common.

Quantitative
(descriptive:
cross-sectional
design, audiotapes)

Primary care
physicians and
patients (♂/♀ 18 years
and older),
USA,
Group practices,
Primary care visit,
Ethnicity patients:
African-American,
white,
Ethnicity physicians:
mostly white, Asian,
African-American
Patients (♂/♀ 15 years
and older)
Ethiopia,
Health centres,
Consultation
Ethnicity unclear

Amount of respect

It is effective because physicians show a
more desirable behaviour towards highly
respected patients compared with the leastrespected.
(+) Physicians were more affectively positive
to highly respected patients.
(+) More information was provided to highly
or moderately respected patients.

Quantitative
(descriptive:
cross-sectional
design,
questionnaires)

-

Technical competency
Non-verbal
communication
Patients expectations
Privacy of the room

(-) Fair non-verbal communication, fewer
expectations met and disagreement to
technical competency had greater negative
influence on patient satisfaction.
(+) Privacy of the room had statistically
significant association with patient
satisfaction.
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7

Burford et al.
(2010)

To explore perceptions of
clinical consultations and
how they relate to
questionnaire-based
patient feedback.

Qualitative
(interviews &
questionnaires)

8

De Ridder et
al. (2007)

To examine whether the
discussion of illness
representations and action
plans during medical
encounters affects the way
patients and general
practitioners (GPs)
communicate.

Quantitative
(quasiexperimental
design, videotapes)

9

Essers et al.
(2011)

To identify context factors
that could be related to GP
communication.

Qualitative
(video-tapes)

Doctors and patients
(♂/♀ age unknown),
UK,
Hospital clinic &
general practice,
Consultations,
Ethnicity unclear for
both
GP’s,
The Netherlands,
Setting unclear,
Consultations,
Ethnicity unclear

GP’s,
The Netherlands,
General practice,
Consultations,
Ethnicity unclear

Affective and informative content
are apparent in communicative
behaviour (e.g. the doctors’ ability
to listen and to explain).

(+) Affective and informative elements are
both important in communicative behaviour
because they complement each other.
Affective context set the scene for a
successful information-based clinical
consultation.

-

Action plan
Illness representation

Both action plan and illness representation
were more effective compared with care-asusual consultations because in both
conditions the proportion of affective GP
utterances was higher, and the patients
contributed more to the conversation.
(+) Communication in the action plan
condition resulted in an increased discussion
of lifestyle issues.
(+) Communication in the illness
representation condition resulted in more
discussion of patient concerns.

-

Knowledge about patient,
his/her social context and
his/her way of
communicating
Knowledge of patients’
medical history
Experience

(+) It is effective when the doctor knows
more of the patient background, such as
his/her social context or the way the patient
communicates because the communication is
freer and easier, without much exploration of
the patient’s background.
(+) It is effective when the doctor knows the
patients’ medical history because the GP can
refer to a prior episode or connect the
current problems to the patient’s medical
history.

-
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10 Fatahi et al.
(2008)

To study a group of
Qualitative
general practitioners’ (GPs) (interviews)
views on cross-cultural
consultations through
interpreters in primary
healthcare in Sweden.

GP’s,
Sweden,
Healthcare centres,
Consultation,
Ethnicity physician:
non-Swedish and
Swedish, Ethnicity
immigrant patients:
Serbo-Croat, Persian,
Kurdish, Arabic

11 Frankel et al.
(2005)

To evaluate the impact of
exam-room computers on
communication
between clinicians and
patients.

Primary care clinicians
(i.e. nurse
practitioners,
physician assistance,
physicians) and

Qualitative
(video-tapes)

Desirable qualities of the GP’s:
- Cultural openness
- Acceptance of the patient
- Patient orientation
- Ability to understand and
interpret differences in
body language in different
cultures
- Spatial orientation
- Continuity
- Time consuming

-

Computer mastery skills
Verbal and nonverbal skills
Spatial organization of the
exam room

(+) The communication will be more effective
when the doctor is experienced because the
GP knows what they were asking for, used
fewer questions, applied the skill ‘structuring’
more loosely and without losing key
information. They perform more adequately
on medical level.
(+) The factors cultural openness,
acceptance, patient orientation and the
ability to understand and interpret
differences in body language are important in
cross-cultural consultations.
(+) Spatial orientation could be effective as
the spatial arrangement of the chairs could
facilitate the necessary informative
exchange. It is important that the distance
between the GP and the patient should be
the shortest and the interpreter is of equal
distance from the GP and the patient.
(+) Continuity: Using the same interpreter in
recurrent visits could be effective because
everyone knows each other in advance which
makes communication easier and thus
increases the content exchange.
(-) Time is not effective because it takes time
to involve a third person in an information
exchange.
(-) Computer mastery skills: the
communication is less effective when
computers were used because computers
can add complexity to the organization and
flow of the visit by increasing the amount of
clinical information (mental tasks) or physical
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patients (♂/♀ average
is 53 years),
USA,
Medical office centre,
Medical visit
Ethnicity for both is
white

12 Gao et al.
(2009)

To explore how African
American, Chinese, and
Latino patients view
effective communication
in their medical
encounters that include a

Qualitative
(video-tapes &
interviews)

Doctors and patients
(♂/♀ 50 years and
older),
USA,
Community clinics,
Medical encounters

-

Established relationship
Trust
Directness/indirectness
Ability to listen

tasks (i.e. typing). This could lead to clinician
paying little attention to the patient or the
information on the screen confuses the
clinician.
(+) Computer mastery skills: when clinicians
were more skilled using computers could
facilitate effective communication because it
helps with organizing relevant clinical data as
well as visit tasks (e.g. visually showing test
results), thus reducing visit complexity.
(-) Verbal/non-verbal skills: Having a
computer can make the communication less
effective because the physician who looks
too much at the screen has little eye-contact
with the patient and is verbally less
interactive.
(+) Verbal/non-verbal skills were more
effective when the clinicians alternate
between looking and showing the
information on the screen while also
establishing eye-contact and checking for
patients understanding.
(+) The patient being involved is important in
effective communication. Therefore, the
physical placement of the computer needs to
be where the patient is able to see the screen
and the clinician can easily make eye-contact.
(+) When there is a personal connection,
such as personal talk, joking, sharing personal
experiences, asking how things are, shaking
hands and being involved in patients talk are
perceived to help inform an equal, open and
close relationship. This is considered to be
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CRC-screening
recommendation and how
culture influences their
definitions of effective
communication.

13 Greene et al.
(1994)

14 Houle et al.
(2007)

Ethnicity doctors
unclear
Ethnicity patients:
African-Americans,
Hispanics, Chinese,
whites, mixed,

To examine the
interactional correlates of
older patient
satisfaction with an initial
visit with a general
internist.

Qualitative
(audio-tapes &
questionnaires)

To identify what adult
female patients want their
physicians to know and be
able to do in all ACGME

Qualitative
(focus groups)

Physicians and
patients (♂/♀ 60 years
and older),
USA,
Hospital group
practice, Medical
visits,
Ethnicity physicians:
mostly white, some
black, Hispanic, Asian
Ethnicity patients:
mostly white, some
black, Hispanic
Community advocates
and patients (♀ 18-90
years),
USA,

-

-

Length of visit
Shared laughter
Supportiveness on
patient-raised topics
Opportunities given to
patients to provide
information on their own
agenda items

Communication skills/style
o Overuse of
medical jargon

effective because the patient will less hold
back things.
(+) Patients are more receptive when they
expressed trust in their doctor.
(-) Distrust is considered not to be effective
because patients will show resistance to CRCscreening recommendations. Distrust is
caused by mistreatment of low
socioeconomic status, not being in control
and negative ethnic stereotyping.
(+) Patient preferred physicians to be direct
in their communication.
(+) Physician ability to listen is considered to
be effective as it helps create a comfortable
atmosphere for patients to engage in selfdisclosure.
(+) The variables length of time of the visit
and shared laughter between the physician
and the patient, were significantly correlated
with older patient satisfaction.
(+) Physicians supportiveness on patientraised topics were significantly associated
with patient satisfaction.
(+) Patient information-giving on patientraised topics was positively and significantly
correlated with patient satisfaction.

(-) Several communication skills were seen as
barriers to effective communication. Overuse
of medical jargon by healthcare providers,
inadequate patient education about illnesses
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competency areas in order
to guide development of
graduate women’s
health curricula.

Community-based
clinics,
Ethnicity advocates:
African-American,
Caucasian, Hispanic
Ethnicity patients:
African-American,
Caucasian, AsianAmerican,

o

-

-

15 Jalil et al.
(2017)

To analyse the association
between patient
satisfaction and five
dimensions of medical
interaction:
technical expertise,
interpersonal aspects,
communication,
consultation time, and
access/availability.

Mixed-methods
(descriptive:
cross-sectional
design,
questionnaire &
interviews)

Patients (♂/♀ 18 years
and older),
Pakistan,
Hospital clinic,
Consultation,
Ethnicity unclear

-

-

Inadequate
patient education
about illnesses
and treatments
o Language barrier
o Lack of openness
o Lack of trust
Knowledge of culture
diversity
Personal attributes
o Friendliness
o Inattentive/rushed
Concerns about social
context
Awareness of patients’
medical history
Trust
Continuity

Inadequate patient
education about illness
and treatment
Time provision

and treatments, language barriers for nonEnglish speaking patients, and lack of
openness or trust while discussing sensitive
topics.
(-) Lack of knowledge or understanding
regarding alternative lifestyles and cultures
can shut down communication a result in less
effective care.
(+/-) Physicians showing genuine friendliness,
have concerns about their families and are
aware of their patients’ medical histories
come out the best in the long run. Physicians
who are rushed, inattentive or unfamiliar
with medical history were perceived as less
caring and, therefore, less effective.
(+) Trust is important in effective
communication because patients are more
likely to follow a doctor’s advice if they trust
the doctor.
(+) Patients preferred to develop continuity
with one physician.
(-) Communication is considered to be not
effective when the doctor shared limited
information with uneducated patients.
(+/-) Communication is considered to be
effective when there is appropriate time
required for thorough examination and
accurate diagnosis. Communication is not
effective when patients are dissatisfied with
long waiting time and short meeting interval.
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16 Leckie et al.
(2006)

To discover which aspects
of doctor communication
behaviours are more or
less desirable to patients
who are attending medical
outpatients’ clinics.

Qualitative
Patients (♂/♀ 16-88
(Questionnaires) years),
UK,
Hospital clinic,
Consultations,
Ethnicity unclear

17 Leske et al.
(2012)

To identify characteristics
of the relationship which
empower patients to make
lifestyle changes.

Qualitative
(grounded
theory;
interviews)

Patients (♂/♀ 24-69
years), Australia,
University health
clinics
Consultation,
Ethnicity unclear

Communication behaviour
o Explain the
illness/treatment
o Ability to listen
o Honest about
illness/treatment
- Patient preferences
o Technical
behaviour
o Affective
behaviour
o Doctor-controlling
behaviour
Aspects that are important in
collaborative communication:
- Matching characteristics
of patient and
practitioners
- Perceived power
dimensions
o Equal
o Unequal
- Openness
-

(+) Doctor is efficient when he explains the
patient’s illness/treatment, listens to the
patient and is honest when giving the patient
information about their illness/treatment.
(+/-) Patients most prefer consultations
where doctors give information
spontaneously (technical behaviour), are
friendly and maintain eye-contact (affective
behaviours) and encourage patient
participation (low doctor-controlling
behaviour). They least preferred
consultations that were doctor controlled.
(+) For communication to be effective
characteristics has to match. So, practitioners
that show empathy match with patients that
value personal autonomy. Patients who are
sceptical need practitioners who can clearly
and confidently explain rationales behind
treatment. Practitioners have to be nonjudgmental to match with patients that are
not emotionally strong.
(-) Unequal power manifested in criticism of
the patient and inhibited the collaborative
process and prevented trust being built.
(+) Equal power was evident when
practitioners listened to patients and
answered questions, allowing collaboration
to take place which led to the development
of trust.
(+) Communication is effective when patients
were empowered to make an informed
decision this is facilitated by practitioners
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being open and honest with information
about treatment options.
18 Liang et al.
(2006)

To explore the associations
between physician
communication styles and
their older patients’
intentions to get
mammography and
satisfaction with physician
communication.

Mixed-methods
(descriptive:
cross-sectional
design, survey &
audio-recorded)

19 Lukoschek et
al. (2003)

To assess effectiveness of
doctor-patient health
information exchange as
assessed by patients and
physicians following a
routine clinical encounter
in a general medicine
practice.

Quantitative
(correlation
descriptive
design,
Questionnaires)

Physicians and
patients (♀ 65 and
older),
USA,
Teaching hospital,
Medical encounters,
Ethnicity physician:
white and black
Ethnicity patients:
white and black
Physicians and
patients (♂/♀ 23-83
years),
USA,
Hospital clinic,
Medical encounter,
Ethnicity physicians:
Euro-American,
Hispanics/WestIndian, others,
African-American
Ethnicity patients:
African-American,
Euro-American,
Hispanic, West-Indian,
others

Deep, trusting and bonding
communication

-

-

Self-perception of
effectiveness
Attitude towards the
amount of health
information delivery
Language

(+) Communication that is deep, trusting and
bonding is effective because it led to more
satisfied patients.

(-) Physicians who thought themselves to be
very effective health educators, efficient in
dealing with cultural influences on
communication and diverse educational
topics, is not effective. They had a higher
proportion of patients who did not
understand health information.
(+) Physicians who thought it is important to
deliver health information to patients during
a clinical encounter is effective because they
had fewer patient who did not understand
health information.
(-) Language barriers is not effective because
it makes it more difficult for patient to
understand health information.
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20 Mazzi et al.
(2013)

To give voice to the lay
people perspective on
what constitutes ‘good
communication’ by
evoking their reactions to
variations in physician
communication.

Qualitative
(focus groups)

Lay people from The
Netherlands, Belgium,
UK and Italy,
Italy,
Setting unclear,
Consultations,
Ethnicity not relevant

21 Moran et al.
(2008)

To explore the association
between style of
practitioner
communication, patient

Mixed-methods
(descriptive:
cross-sectional
design,

Doctors and patients
(♂/♀ 16 years and
older),
UK,

Indicators of good
communication:
- Affective/emotionaloriented expressions
o Inviting attitude
o Reassurance
o Showing interest
o Listening
o Empathy
- Task-oriented/problem
focussed expressions
o Clarity of
interview
o Self-confidence
o Complete picture
o Competency
- Non-verbal
communication
o Eye-contact
o Reading and
writing
- Process-oriented
expressions
o Flexibility
o Comprehensibility
o Summarizing
- Structuring of the speech
o Repetitions
o Fillers
- Partnership-building
- Familiarity
- Use of patient-centred
strategies

(+) The most appreciated affective aspects
were facilitations, inviting attitude, giving
reassurance, showing interest to patient,
listening, pleasant attitude and being
empathic.
(+) The most appreciated task-oriented
aspects were clarity of interview, showing
self-confidence, providing a complete picture
and competency.
(+) The most appreciated non-verbal
communication aspects were making eyecontact.
(+) The positively rated behaviours of
process-oriented category were flexibility,
comprehensibility and summarizing.
(-) Interruptions of the normal fluent speech,
such as repetitions, fillers were negatively
rated.
(-) Non-verbal behaviour: reading and writing
was the most negatively rated because a
doctor who took notes did not look at their
patients and appeared uninterested in trying
to understand their suffering.

(+) Partnership-building was related to higher
patient satisfaction.
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satisfaction with the
consultation and
intended self-management
behaviour.

questionnaire &
video-tapes)

22 Olde
Hartman et
al. (2011)

To study doctor–patient
interaction styles in
consultations with patients
presenting persistent
medically unexplained
symptoms (MUS) and to
study on which stages of
the consultation patients
and doctors focus within
the available time.

Qualitative
(video-tapes &
questionnaire)

23 Paternotte
et al. (2016)

To gain insight into the
participants’ thoughts
regarding their
intercultural
communication style

Qualitative
(video-tapes)

Teaching hospital,
Consultations,
Ethnicity unclear

(+) Familiarity between doctor and patient
was related to a more assertive response by
the patient.
(+) Physicians’ use of patient-centred
strategies (i.e. partnership building and
supportive talk) was related to patients
expressing views.
Family physicians
Doctor consultation style:
(-) Communication is not effective when the
(FP’s) and patients
- Structuring techniques,
patients present many symptoms in a
such
as
agenda
setting
and
unstructured way and the FP does not react
(♂/♀ 25-80 years), The
summarizing
to this with structuring techniques.
Netherlands,
- Incorporating patients’
(-) Communication is not effective when the
General practice
concerns
during
explanations given by the FP’s
Consultations,
reassurance
did not incorporate beliefs and concerns that
Ethnicity unclear
- Exploring patients’ reason patients presented during the consultation.
for encounter
(-) Communication is not effective when
there is an absence of FPs’ exploration of
reason for encounter. This is an important
task in order to reach a more focussed
communication.
Doctors,
- Intercultural
(-) Language barriers, cultural differences
The Netherlands,
communication
(e.g. patient refuses to look at the doctor),
Teaching hospital,
o Language
the presence of an interpreter was time
Consultation,
o Culture
consuming and difficult and the atmosphere
Ethnicity physician:
o Interpreter
was not relaxed, more business-like.
Dutch, Ethnicity
o Atmosphere
(+) Having a positive attitude about the
patients: Morocco,
- Attitude about culture
diversity of their patient’s population is
Turkey, Nicaragua,
diversity
effective in intercultural communication. The
Hungary, Australia,
- Patient-centred
doctors think dealing with patients from
Belgium, Pakistan,
communication
different cultural backgrounds is more a
Nigeria
- Patients’ background
challenge than a problem.
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24 Paternotte
et al. (2017)

To explore patients’
preferences and
experiences regarding
intercultural
communication which
could influence the
development of
intercultural patientcentred communication
training.

Qualitative
(interviews)

Doctor and patients
(♂/♀ age unknown),
The Netherlands,
Teaching hospital,
Consultation,
Ethnicity physician:
Dutch
Ethnicity patients:
Surinamese, Turkish,
Moroccan,
Portuguese,
Indonesian, Iraqi,
Irish, American and
Chinese

-

-

-

-

Patient-centred attitude:
medical expertise, having
enough time, and taking
the problem of the patient
seriously to be important
Generic communication
skills: listening, speaking
slowly, using short
sentences, explaining
topics in various ways,
avoiding medical jargon
explains the diagnosis
clearly, listens to patients,
takes sufficient time,
comforts the patient, gives
advice and information to
the patient and prepares
the consultation
beforehand.
Attitude is open and
friendly: The doctor is
open when he/she is
honest about diagnosis.
Friendly by asking the
patient to take a seat.
Patient is unique

(+) Adapting their communication to the
patient lead to patients being more satisfied
as they felt that the doctor listened to them.
(+) Knowing something about the patient’s
background is important for establishing the
right diagnosis.
(+) All patients preferred a doctor with a
professional patient-centred attitude
regardless of the doctor’s ethnic background.
(+) Patients mentioned mainly generic
communication aspects as important skills.
(+) Open and friendly doctor, who focusses
on the patient not the computer is preferred.
(+) Being treated as a unique person and not
as a disease was also frequently mentioned.
(-) Unfamiliarity with the Dutch healthcare
system influenced the experienced
communication negatively.
(+) Good relationship is a facilitator for
satisfactory communication. This is
established if the patient and doctor know
each other for a longer period also then are
fewer words needed to understand each
other.
(-) Language barrier was considered the most
important problem, which would become
less pressing once a doctor-patient relation
was established. Or the problem was solved
with the presence of an informal
interpreter.
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25 Pawlikowska
et al. (2012)

26 Robinson
and Heritage
(2006)

To assess the relationship
between observable
patient and doctor verbal
and non-verbal behaviours
and the degree of
enablement in
consultations according to
the Patient Enablement
Instrument (PEI)
To determine the
association between the
format of physicians’
opening questions that
solicit patients’ presenting
concerns and
patients’ post-visit
evaluations of (i.e.,
satisfaction with) the
affective-relational
dimension of physicians’
communication.

Qualitative
(videorecordings)

Family doctors and
patients (♂/♀ average
is 51 years),
UK,
Setting unclear,
Consultations,
Ethnicity unclear for
both

-

Quantitative
(correlational
descriptive
design, videotapes &
questionnaires)

Physicians and
patients (♂/♀ average
age is 42 years), USA,
Practice,
Primary care visit,
Physician ethnicity
unclear
Ethnicity patients:
mostly white

-

-

Unfamiliarity with the
Dutch healthcare system
A good doctor-patient
relation
Language
Patient-centred
consultation
Socio-emotional
communication skills

(+) Consultations that were regarded as
patient-centred were considered patient
enabling.
(+) Socio-emotional interchange
communication skills, such as agreements,
approvals, laughter, and legitimization were
associated with patient enablement.

Open-ended questions
Established relationship
Longer visits

(+) Communication is considered effective
when physicians solicited patients’ problem
presentations with open-ended, general
inquiry questions. It led to patients reported
significantly more positive evaluations of
physicians listening behaviour and positive
evaluations of affective/relational
communication.
(+) Communication is considered effective
when a relationship is already established. It
led to patients reporting significantly more
positive evaluations of physicians’ listening
behaviour and positive affective/relational
communication.
(+) Communication is considered to be more
effective when physicians are significantly
less negatively evaluated by patients who
experience longer visits.
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27 Rosenberg et
al. (2005)

To describe the challenges
for immigrant patients and
their physicians and their
skills in intercultural
communication (ICC).

Qualitative
(video-tapes)

28 Schouten et
al. (2009)

To investigate whether are
differences in GP’s use of
interactional styles
between consultations
with Dutch and ethnic
minority patients.

Quantitative
(comparative
descriptive
design, surveys
& video-tapes)

Family physicians and
patients (♂/♀ age is
unknown), Canada,
Family medicine
clinics,
Consultations,
Ethnicity physician:
Anglo-Canadian,
Franco-Canadian,
Armenian,
Scottish/Spanish,
AngloCanadian/French,
Italian, Vietnamese
Ethnicity patients:
Sub-Saharan Africa,
North Africa, Middle
East, Latin America,
Europa, South and
Southeast Asia,
Philippines, West
Indies
GP’s and patients
(♂/♀ average is 43
years),
The Netherlands,
General practices,
Consultation,
Ethnicity GP unclear
Ethnicity patients:
Dutch or Turkish,
Moroccan,

-

Knowledge on culture
Ethnic stereotype
Language

(-) A barrier in intercultural communication is
that patients and/or physicians have limited
knowledge of the impact of culture
differences on illness and its treatment.
(-) Physicians having ethnic stereotype ideas
is considered not to be effective. When
physician interpreted the patient’s behaviour
as normal for a person of the given culture,
while the same behaviour would be evidence
of psychological distress for a native-born
Canadian.
(-) Language differences is considered to be
not effective because it interfered with the
achievement of the goal of the visit.

-

Joint problem-solving
Schema-driven

(-) Communication is considered not to be
effective when ethnic minority patients
heard slightly fewer stimulating utterances
overall from their GP than Dutch patients. So
ethnic minority patients experience less joint
problem-solving and their consultations are
less schema-driven.
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Surinamese, Antillean,
Cape Verdean,
29 Veldhuijzen
et al. (2013)

To understand how
recommendations for
communication can be
brought into alignment
with clinical
communication routines,
we explored how doctors
select communicative
actions during
consultations.

Qualitative
(grounded
theory;
interviews)

GP’s,
The Netherlands,
Solo & group practice,
Consultations,
Ethnicity unclear

Factors influencing GP’s selection
of communicative actions:
- Consultation goals
- Assumptions about
patients
- Assumptions about
medical status
- Time available
- Emotions
- Energy level

(+) Consultation goals can be medical or
relational, this varies per consultation. They
should be considered in effective
communication because it has a main
influence on selection of communicative
actions.
(+) Assumptions about patient’s medical
condition should be considered in effective
communication because it influence how GPs
evaluated the importance of medical goals in
comparison to other goals.
(+) The combination of assumptions about
the patient with assumption about his/her
medical condition should be considered in
effective communication because the GP
considers these assumptions in the
evaluation of the relevance and feasibility of
consultation goals.
(-) Time is considered to be a negative
influence effective communication because
the GP felt that the constant demand to stay
on schedule rushed their choice of
communication technique.
(+/-) Negative emotions, such as irritation, is
considered to be less effective as this leads to
a more directive and less exploratory
communicative actions while positive
emotions will lead to non-directive
behaviour.
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30 Verheul et al. To assess the relative
(2010)
effects of physicians’
affect-oriented
communication style and
raising expectations on
patients’ affective state
and outcome
expectancies.
31 Walseth et
To search for topics which
al. (2011)
patients consider of
significance in such
consultations.

Quantitative
(experimental:
randomized
controlled trails)

GP’s and patients (♀
18-45 years),
The Netherlands,
GP’s practice,
Consultations,
Ethnicity unclear for
both

-

Affective communication
style (with positive
outcome expectations)

Qualitative
(observations &
interviews)

GP’s and patients
(♂/♀ 20-70 years),
Norway,
Group practices,
Consultations
Ethnicity unclear for
both

-

Acknowledgement
Time
Dual role of GP: a source
of medical knowledge and
a caretaker
Establish common
understanding of the
medical situation and of
patients’ everyday life

-

(-) A low energy level (e.g. end of an
exhausting day) is considered to have a
negative influence on effective
communication because it limits the GPs’
ability to apply the right communicative
techniques.
(+) Warm, empathic communication
combined with positive expectations led to a
significant and relevant decrease in state
anxiety.

(+) Acknowledging the patient by expressing
appreciation when things went well, and
understanding, consolation and
encouragement when results were less
successful is considered to be effective.
(-) Time has a negative influence on
communication because a tight time
schedule creates superficial general advice of
no use
(+) Dual role: the GP acting in an open,
honest, friendly, direct, and humorous
manner combined with the GP being a
medical expert is considered effective
because it helps the patient realize the
relevance and seriousness on a more
concrete level.
(+) The dialogue is directed towards common
ground where advice was adjusted to the
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concrete life situation is considered to be
significant in consultations.
* GP’s means general practitioners
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Appendix C
Overview systematic review from codes to categories.
COM
Capability

Motivation

Facilitators
Communication skills:
Generic communication skills
Open-ended questions 2x,
Following up information,
Affective and informative content,
Explain illness or treatment,
Ability to listen to patient 2x
Interpret and understand body language
Verbal & non-verbal skills: eye-contact and checking for
understanding
Technical expertise 2x
Comprehensibility
Clarity of interview
Competency
Complete picture
Knowledge about patient:
Knowledge about patient, his/her social context, and his/her way
of communicating
Knowledge about patient background
Assumptions about patients

Barriers
Communication skills:
Close-ended or negative questions
Less schema driven
Overuse of medical jargon
Inadequate patient education about illness and treatment
2x
Repetitions
Fillers
Disagreement about technical competency
Fair non-verbal communication
Non-verbal behaviour: reading and writing
Verbal & non-verbal skills: lacking eye-contact and less
verbally interactive
Language barriers 5x

Knowledge about medical history:
Knowledge about patient’s medical history, Awareness of
medical history,
Assumptions about medical status
Organisational skills:
Computer mastery skills
Summarizing
Emotions:
Positive emotions
Amount of Respect

Knowledge about medical history:
Unfamiliar with medical history

Knowledge about patient:
Not meeting patient’s expectations

Organisational skills:
Lacking computer mastery skills
Not using structuring techniques
Emotions:
Negative emotions
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Attitude:
Acceptance of the patient
Attitude towards delivery of health information
Attitude about culture diversity
Opportunity Power:
Relational power
Balance in power: mutuality
Low-doctor controlled
Power is equal
Familiarity:
Knowing the patient,
Continuity (with interpreter or doctor) 2x
Time:
Length of visit
Time provision
Longer visits
Visit context:
Atmosphere
Spatial organization of the exam room
Spatial orientation
Privacy of the room
Relationship:
Established relationship 2x
Good relationship
Partnership-building
Trust:
Trust 2x
Other

Personal characteristics:
Cultural openness
Friendliness
Self-confidence
Flexibility
Open & friendly attitude
Dual role

Attitude:
Ethnic stereotype

Power:
Paternalistic power
Balance in power: paternalistic
High-doctor controlled
Power is unequal
Familiarity:
Patient is unfamiliar with healthcare system
Time:
Time
Time provision
Time available
Visit context:
Interpreter is time consuming 2x

Trust:
Lack of trust
Distrust
Personal characteristics:
Rushed and inattentive
Lack of openness
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